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1 DR. CAMPBELL: If through the process of

2 doing our further analysis it is determined that a

3 particular issue is necessary to provide reasonable

4 expectation of performance, then the answer would be

5 year.

6 DR. BULLEN: Very good answer for

7 answering for the commissioners. That was great.

8 (Laughter.)

9 That was a good answer.

10 DR. GARRICK: You're learning quickly up

11 there.

12 (Laughter.)

13 PARTICIPANT: He can be trained.

14 DR. GARRICK: All right. What I'd like to

15 do now is do what we did with the panel earlier do for

16 the Committee, and I'd also like to continue the

17 practice of random selection, except out of respect

18 for the Chairman I'll think I'll ask him for his

19 comments first.

20 CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER: Thanks, John. I

21 guess, first of all, let me say I really appreciated

22 the input from everyone who participated in this

23 working group. I thought it was a stimulating day

24 today. Certainly, we got a lot of information.

25 I'll cut right to some summary
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1 observations. I like the comments that Ron started

2 off with this morning in the sense that a lot of times

3 we hear some of the issues, shall I say, about what we

4 don't know, and we can go around and around and around

5 and hear issue after issue after issue, and what we

6 really need is to have the kind of things that Andy

7 just described, and these are the technical exchanges

8 where in fact the information gets conveyed.

9 I will say the ACNW had a look at the

10 issue resolution process, and the members did attend

11 several of these meetings, and I, for one, was very

12 impressed with how the technical exchanges between the

13 Department and the NRC went. I will also say that in

14 the -- and I think that everybody knows this who's

15 here -- talking about the waste package. The people

16 in the NRC and the people at the Center for Nuclear

17 Waste Regulatory Analysis are outstanding, they are

18 really good people. They really, I believe,

19 understand the issues and would have appreciated all

20 of the complexities that were described, and I really

21 believe are giving the NRC staff, the Performance

22 Assessment staff very good insights into how to treat

23 these technical issues.

24 Having said that, I think I sort of

25 exposed my bias by my overstatement to Rod Ewing. I
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1 always like to make overstatements to elicit a

2 reaction. But I do worry about the balance, and I

3 think that we do have to have a balance, we do have to

4 come to some kind of agreement, even if it's an

5 agreement to disagree on some things, an agreement on

6 how much science is needed versus how much we can rely

7 on some kind of an analysis that bounds the problem.

8 And I believe, I think like a lot of others who have

9 looked at this program for years, that we are not

10 going to have complete understanding of the natural

11 system, and we're probably not going to have complete

12 understanding of the engineered system either or

13 nearly complete understanding of the engineered system

14 either.

15 And we somehow have to find a way to

16 balance the need for science and understanding with a

17 way to accept how the Department would demonstrate a

18 reasonable expectation. And that's, I think, the

19 tricky bit that we've been working with here on

20 performance assessment, and I think what the ACNW has

21 urged to have as much realism as possible in these

22 performance assessments and also to stress that we

23 need to gain greater transparency in some of the

24 investigations, so that we come to understand the

25 problems better.
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1 So I don't have any solutions, but I

2 thought that it was informative what we heard, and I

3 think that we still know some of the things that need

4 to be done, we just need to keep on top of having them

5 done.

6 DR. GARRICK: Thank you. Ray, out of

7 respect for this being your last opportunity to --

8 DR. WYMER: I thought you were going to

9 say something about age.

10 (Laughter.)

11 DR. GARRICK: Me say something about age?

12 That doesn't get you anywhere.

13 DR. WYMER: That's true. I defer age-wise

14 to my senior. I have just a couple of observations.

15 One is there was almost the presumption in some of the

16 things I heard, especially this afternoon, that we go

17 into these performance analyses and assessments as

18 though we were newly born, that we don't know

19 anything. And in fact we know a great deal, and

20 there's a great deal of information, a great deal of

21 knowledge, and you don't really need to do everything

22 ab initio in this world, there are starting points.

23 And we can build on that without having to go back to

24 ground zero.

25 More specifically, I think that what has
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1 come out, what's emerged, is something I've been

2 telling these people on this Committee to the point

3 where I sort of have to duck every time I say it, but

4 the whole thing is chemistry.

5 DR. GARRICK: Let me write that down.

6 (Laughter.)

7 DR. WYMER: I don't really think that we

8 do understand much of the chemistry as much as we

9 should with respect to corrosion, although we know

10 more about corrosion than some of the other parts of

11 the chemistry. We don't know as much about the

12 solubilization of the waste form and of the various

13 species that are going to be formed and the solid

14 phases that will determine solubility and thereby

15 determine source term. We don't know as much of that

16 as we would like to think we know in some of the

17 analyses that are done. But on the other hand I don't

18 know how much of that we need to know, and that's

19 where the great uncertainty comes in. Just how much

20 is enough?

21 And I think that we never will quite

22 answer that question, and in the final analysis I

23 think whether or not this license is granted will come

24 down to a judgment call on the part of the people who

25 are making the final decisions as to whether or not
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1 they believe that the information, however complete or

2 incomplete it may be, whether that is adequate to go

3 ahead and license the repository. So everything we do

4 and all of the deliberations we make and all of the

5 refinements we seek and all the uncertainties we have

6 are going to finally fall on the heads of a few people

7 who are going to have to make these judgments, and

8 they will be very tough judgment calls indeed.

9 DR. GARRICK: Okay. Milt?

10 DR. LEVENSON: Well, I think it's safe to

11 say I've been involved in this longer than anybody.

12 At the end of this year it will be 60 years that I've

13 been involved in nuclear energy. I've also been

14 accused of looking at things at about 90 degrees to

15 the way everybody else does, so I may disagree with

16 Ray and some others. In those 60 years, I've made

17 quite a number of major decisions involved engineering

18 facilities, designs, projects. I don't think ever did

19 we have all of the information we would have liked to

20 have had. The real world of getting things done never

21 gives you the privilege of having all of the data and

22 the information.

23 Some people think that there should be no

24 uncertainties and there should be no risks. That's a

25 different world than the one in which we live. My
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1 view of the TSPA or the TSP or anything equivalent is

2 that's not a way to calculate quantitative values for

3 anything. It's an extremely important valuable tool

4 to get insights, and the decisions have to be made by

5 responsible people taking those insights and combining

6 them with everything else we know, that we just don't

7 have the capability to really model the entire

8 physical world.

9 I mean if we take something simple like

10 one of the talks we had this morning, there's a good

11 chance that in the time periods that are of interest

12 the waste packages are going to be covered with very,

13 very thick films of rock dust and so forth. I'm not

14 sure how you or if you can maintain a highly acid

15 thing on a few drops evaporating in the middle of

16 that.

17 I'm not saying yes or no, all I'm saying

18 is that the systems are so complex that -- and I'm

19 advocating, I'm a strong advocate for things like TSPA

20 and TSP for doing different evaluations, doing

21 different studies, not trying to decide what is

22 exactly the right module or code but just changing it

23 really helps provide insights. And so for this

24 meeting and this workshop I really think it's an

25 important ongoing effort, but we shouldn't lose sight
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1 of the fact that it's really just a tool, not a way to

2 get quantitative answers.

3 DR. GARRICK: Thank you. Rookie, the

4 rookie of the Committee, Mike Ryan.

5 DR. RYAN: Thank you, John. I refrained

6 from making any comments about age.

7 (Laughter.)

8 First, I'd like to thank all the

9 presenters and the panel members for these couple of

10 days. It's been very informative I think for

11 everybody, certainly for me. It's been a little bit

12 like drinking from a four-inch fire hose on

13 geochemistry and geology and some of the engineering

14 aspects, but that's okay. I'd also like to take an

15 aside and thank Ray Wymer for his mentorship and

16 collegiality on the ACNW. He's been a mentor of mine

17 for quite a long time and I appreciate his counseling

18 and his leadership on this Committee, and his career,

19 his body of work is formidable for those that know

20 about him.

21 And as I thought about all the

22 presentations today, I took note of a couple of

23 figures in a couple of the later presentations. One

24 was John Kessler's graph on his base case dose normal

25 release scenario, and David Esh's curve where he
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1 showed some spent fuel dissolution model sensitivity

2 analysis. And what caught the health physicist's

3 attention is the y-axis. The flat part that goes over

4 the range of around thousands of years is ten to the

5 minus three millirem per year. That's ten minutes of

6 cosmic ray exposure as we sit here in this room. Ten

7 minutes of cosmic ray exposure. So it's a very small

8 fraction of a part of background.

9 Now, I don't say that to say we should

10 trivialize any aspect of all of the science that was

11 discussed in the last two days; in fact, I applaud the

12 science. But I think that we can be informed by

13 perspective, by the term that John used of margin and

14 then trend analysis, some of the things that Milt

15 mentioned in terms of insights, and we can be informed

16 by that. And bouncing off lots of things against what

17 does that do to the margin, what does that do to our

18 measure of performance against the dose standard I

19 think is something we have to visit regularly in the

20 process.

21 To that end, I think even though it's

22 prescriptive in regulation on the biosphere part, I

23 think we should examine that for its conservatism or

24 lack thereof. Dan Bullen mentioned about the 3,000

25 acre feet, I mentioned about dose conversion factors,
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1 so obviously I think that's a fruitful area to think

2 about how the conservatisms or perhaps non-

3 conservatisms need attention. Not that we would

4 calculate it or present it differently from a license

5 application standpoint because of the requirement, but

6 that it would better inform our thinking and our

7 knowledge in terms of the dose calculation.

8 So, ultimately, and, again, I come at this

9 from the health physics point of view, the radiation

10 protection aspects of it, we're looking at what do all

11 of these things mean in terms of dose. Several times,

12 I think, several of the panel members touched on this

13 idea of what does it mean in terms of impact, and

14 we've asked the question what does it mean in terms of

15 performance. Well, ultimately, that rolls out to the

16 dose calculation. And when you're calculating annual

17 doses that are equivalent to ten minutes of cosmic ray

18 exposure in the lowest exposure area of the U.S.,

19 that's something to consider. I think that's an

20 important margin to recognize. I don't offer it as a

21 value judgment that everything is fine, just the

22 opposite. I think we're on the right track of

23 intellectually examining these questions and moving

24 forward with that rigorous and vigorous examination

25 from all points of view. So thanks very much for your
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1 attention.

2 DR. GARRICK: Thank you. Are there any

3 comments from the staff, the ACNW staff, that they'd

4 like to make at this point that would dovetail in?

5 Neil, do you have anything to add to what the

6 Committee members have said?

7 MR. COLEMAN: Neil Coleman, ACNW staff.

8 Just one thing that -- fracture flow was discussed at

9 length or the expression was used. There are parts of

10 the flow paths that are not fracture flow. The

11 farthest extent in the valley fill alluvium and the

12 Nye County wells have been very important in

13 identifying how much of that there is. Also, Calico

14 Hills non-welded vitric unit has sections that are

15 porous flow. These are very important in the flow

16 system and as far as potential retardation.

17 DR. GARRICK: All right. I'm looking at

18 the agenda and it's a strange agenda from here on in

19 that we are supposed to be together for a little while

20 and then have a break, and I'm just trying to figure

21 out how's the best way to tie all these things

22 together. John Larkins, did you want to make any

23 comments while the Committee and staff are reacting?

24 DR. LARSON: Yes. I thought there were

25 some interesting concepts that were raised that
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probably need to be explored further, I think, as the

Committee decides on what type of advice to provide

the Commission staff on the subject.

DR. GARRICK: I should say that John

Larkins is the Executive Director of the Advisory

Committees, the Advisory Committee on Reactory

Safeguards and the Advisory Committee on Nuclear

Waste.

DR. LARSON: Thank you. The comment was

made on the use of margins where there's large

uncertainties or information may be missing, and the

staff has always used margins in reactor licensing

when we knew what the -- had a good feel for what the

margin is. Here in some of these I'm not sure we

really know what the margins are and what's acceptable

and what's not acceptable. Probably it needs to be

given some thought.

And the same thing I think when you think

about the uncertainty what criteria do you use to

judge the uncertainty? And when is it acceptable and

not acceptable? So some type of looking at maybe

acceptance criteria in light of large uncertainty is

something that needs some further thought or

discussion. Those are some things that sort of stuck

in my mind.
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1 DR. GARRICK: Yes. Okay. I'd like to

2 just make a couple of comments. They don't -- I think

3 most of the comments that have been made by the expert

4 panels and by the Committee have pretty well covered

5 this spectrum of things that have come out of the

6 couple of days. But the issues that I have been

7 especially interested in, of course, are whether or

8 not the notion of a risk-based approach or risk-

9 informed approach to something like a natural setting

10 was a feasible thing to do. It has always been

11 something of great challenge. You'll recall me

12 mentioning the first day that this diagram that I used

13 kind of grew out of a discussion I had with Norm

14 Rassmussen at least ten years ago when we were in my

15 company debating the boundaries or the extent to which

16 the risk assessment thought process could be applied.

17 And Norm was reasonably skeptical at the time about

18 its application with respect to the waste business.

19 And for those of you who don't know, and I doubt that

20 that's anybody, Norm Rassmussen, of course, was one of

21 the discoverers, co-discoverers of the whole concept

22 of probablistic risk assessment and led a famous

23 reactor safety study that was performed in the mid-

24 '70s.

25 I am of the opinion that the fundamental
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1 thought processes apply to any kind of issue and that

2 particularly if you take the approach of a scenario-

3 based approach as kind of the cornerstone of what a

4 risk assessment is, namely a structured set of

5 scenarios that answer the question of what can go

6 wrong with your system.

7 The issue of uncertainty, I think, was

8 kind of brought into focus quite well by John

9 Kessler's remarks as to what it provides in the way of

10 opportunity and flexibility to convey the performance

11 of a system. I think this is a point that's often

12 missed by people who are less than confident about the

13 use of the risk sciences. The idea of being able to

14 account for the absence of information or the

15 ineffectiveness, if you wish, of a model in the

16 analysis is very fundamental and very important to

17 being able to anchor the analysis to the supporting

18 evidence.

19 We often -- I remember many years I was

20 teaching a reliability course at UCLA in the -- a

21 short course for about 20 years, and I would start the

22 course with a display on the blackboard of two sets of

23 data. The one set of data was a set of point values

24 about certain critical parameters, and the second set

25 of data was the distribution functions on those same
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1 parameters. And I would challenge the students to

2 tell me which of these two presentations was the most

3 quantitative. And I was always shocked by how many of

4 them said the point values. And I think that whole

5 concept of quantitative analysis as it relates to risk

6 is anchored to the way in which we attempt to bring

7 uncertainty into the process.

8 And that's why it's kind of an oxymoron to

9 me to hear the term, "conservative risk assessment."

10 It doesn't make sense. It isn't why the discipline

11 was invented, the point being that the risk assessment

12 really ought to be the very best shot of the experts

13 as to what the risk is and let the regulators and the

14 decision-makers decide how much conservatism and how

15 much safety, how much margin they want to add to that.

16 But without that, they have no high confidence place

17 to start.

18 And so that's one kind of characteristic

19 of this that I think is extremely important, and we

20 have as a Committee have been trying to make that

21 point and I think with some success with the NRC and

22 the staff, again, not to just suggest that the values

23 that are calculated from the risk assessment are to be

24 the values that serve as the basis for regulation, but

25 that they serve as the basis of the best information
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1 available as to what the safety case really is and

2 therefore a baseline in reference from which to use it

3 in a decision-making sense.

4 You hear about other engineering projects

5 and what have you, and you often hear the argument

6 that, well, we didn't have that problem in that

7 project. And the reason very often that problem that

8 didn't exist is that these uncertainties were ignored.

9 And so here we have a transition in the engineering

10 community that I think is critically important of no

11 longer dealing in terms of just safety margins or

12 performance margins but genuinely attempting to

13 quantify what we mean by that. And as we do this, I

14 think a number of concepts will begin to take on a

15 much more scientific basis, including the much

16 discussed basic regulatory tenet known as defense-in-

17 depth. I think we've advanced to a point where we

18 don't have to have the concept as much of a mystery as

19 perhaps it has been in the past and that we can begin

20 to express defense-in-depth in more quantitative

21 terms. Generally, defense-in-depth, or at least one

22 motivation for defense-in-depth, has always been to

23 account for the uncertainties. And as we learn how to

24 account for them and embrace them and put them in our

25 fundamental models and propagate them in some sort of
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1 systematic and transparent way, I think we're in a

2 position to be much more clear on what we are getting

3 from our so-called defense-in-depth.

4 So the one that that I was pleased to hear

5 in the various discussions was a growing interest in

6 bringing uncertainty, recognizing that there's many

7 kinds of uncertainty, and the one that we probably

8 know the least about is the modeling uncertainty, but

9 recognizing that we have a long ways to go before we

10 can feel 100 percent confident that we can count on

11 the results for decision-making.

12 I agree with the comments that have been

13 made that the most important thing here, and I was

14 pleased to hear Rod Ewing admit that the first thing

15 he would do is a performance assessment, although I

16 have to see it to believe it. But I also tend to

17 agree with him that you shouldn't necessarily be

18 overwhelmed with the results, that you need to be

19 guided somewhat by them and you need to have them as

20 a basis for helping ferret out some of the issues and

21 the problems, and it is a continuing process, but it

22 is not the end itself.

23 As far as the discussions about -- I found

24 the discussion, and this has been an ongoing

25 discussion, not only with respect to Yucca Mountain
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1 but with respect to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

2 involving some of the same people, the ongoing

3 discussion of research or science versus engineering

4 and adequate science. And I think that, again, one of

5 the most important vehicles for measuring adequacy is

6 being able to quantify the uncertainties. I think

7 that's a healthy ongoing debate and should continue.

8 But I remember once being a witness at a public

9 hearing and debating with an intervenor and finally

10 the judge, out of frustration, said, "Look, we have to

11 make a decision here. And we can't just continue to

12 debate this issue." And I think that's the context we

13 sometimes don't give enough emphasis to when we're

14 doing these kinds of analysis and models, casting it

15 in a forum that makes it possible to make a decision.

16 The reason that the performance

17 assessments have a long ways to go before they can be

18 risk models in the sense of probablistic risk

19 assessments, particularly the large scope probablistic

20 risk assessments that were performed in the '80s and

21 early '90s, is that I still think that the performance

22 assessments are principally compliance assessments

23 much more than they are risk assessments. And while

24 there's progress that has been made by such activities

25 as the elimination of sub-system requirements, there's
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1 still a lot of prescriptive features of the license

2 requirements that obscure, if you wish, at least the

3 performance assessments that's performed in the name

4 of licensing, a lot of things that obscure and stand

5 in the way of really developing a somewhat

6 unconstrained risk assessment of a geologic

7 repository. So we're a long ways away probably from

8 having an example of a risk assessment of a geologic

9 repository that could be compared with the risk

10 assessments that have been performed on nuclear power

11 plants.

12 Now, the risk assessments that were

13 performed particularly in the '80s and '90s on nuclear

14 power plants were unconstrained in the sense that they

15 were not driven for the purpose of license

16 application. They were driven only for the purpose of

17 answering the question of what was the risk of the

18 individual plants. And I think that's the big

19 difference between the advancements that were made

20 there and the advancements that are being made in the

21 waste field as it relates to the progress of the risk

22 assessment thought process as applied to geologic

23 repositories.

24 But I think in certain specific areas we

25 are making quite a bit of progress, and that was one
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1 of the reasons why we were very interested in focusing

2 on one aspect of the PA perhaps more than the other,

3 namely the source term on the basis that that lends

4 itself as much as maybe anything to applying these

5 ideas and principles. And as I say, I think we've

6 made progress, but we certainly are nowhere near where

7 we need to be to really test the concept in terms of

8 whether or not you can build that kind of a model on

9 something like a repository. I'm convinced you can

10 but I'm also convinced we haven't done that yet.

11 Okay. Now, let's see, according to this

12 agenda, we're supposed to have a break at 4;15. Can

13 we go directly to our next agenda item and move into

14 comments, public comments? All right. Let's do that.

15 Let's turn the meeting over to anybody who wishes to

16 make a comment now, particularly the public.

17 DR. ELZEFTAWY: Hi. In the same of time,

18 since I'm going to leave in about two minutes, I would

19 like to just make one -- is that thing on. I can

20 speak loud. Again, I'm Atef Elzeftawy, I'm with the

21 Las Vegas Paiute Tribe. This comment --

22 DR. GARRICK: Is that working? Excuse me

23 a minute. I want to make --

24 COURT REPORTER: Yes. Stand a little

25 closer to it but it is on. Don't get too close to the
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1 mic, though, it blocks.

2 DR. ELZEFTAWY: Well, I speak loud anyway,

3 so probably you guys can hear me. I just wanted to

4 say two things. One, a word of thanks. And the

5 second is just a little small story, food for thought

6 as you guys go home. I wanted to tell on behalf of

7 the Chairwoman and the Council and the people of Las

8 Vegas Paiute Tribe, 120 of them, thank you very much

9 for inviting us, we appreciate the invitation. So for

10 the Chairman and for the Committee and for John

11 Larkins, I think, who signed the letter, for Neil

12 Coleman, and the best I've ever done with NRC is to

13 tell Hub Miller that "That's a good guy, hire him."

14 So good for you. Good for you.

15 You guys have a lot of good brains, a lot

16 of good discussion. I heard a whole lot of good

17 things from the Department of Energy, from NRC and all

18 that, and I think, in general, you are on the right

19 track. And one of the gentleman, I think the

20 Chairman, made a comment, and the other person too,

21 John -- I guess I can recall the names now -- we've

22 got to make a decision. And that's really what scares

23 me a little bit in terms of the performance

24 assessment.

25 And here's a little story. Oppenheimer --
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1 you probably know the names -- Oppenheimer, Edward

2 Teller, Alvarez and Server and somebody else in June

3 '42 they sat down together in a room in the County

4 Hall in Berkeley two days and they wanted to find out

5 how much it's going to take in terms of uranium to

6 make the bomb. It's public knowledge now. They came

7 up with -- after all their discussion between all of

8 them, it's physics not chemistry, and they came up

9 with 100 kilograms. Now you rest of the rest of the

10 story. After Los Alamos and thinking done, with all

11 the work they have done, with all the billion dollars

12 they spend, that 100 kilograms went down to ten.

13 That's a public comment also. So at least they looked

14 at the uncertainty in their theoretical work, call it

15 performance assessment, and then finally the way they

16 did it. So here's food for thought.

17 The other thing is the quantum mechanics

18 theory. Albert Einstein passed way not believing in

19 the quantum mechanics theory. The late Feynman with

20 his Nobel Prize winning said this: We don't know what

21 it is. We don't understand it in all details. But we

22 know one thing: It works. And if we can come up with

23 performance assessment models that it works, then I

24 think that helps the decision-making process. And

25 with that, thank you again for everything. And
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1 hopefully you will come to Las Vegas, so come and I

2 don't promise any -- but come and don't waste your

3 money there.

4 (Laughter.)

5 DR. GARRICK: Thank you.

6 DR. ELZEFTAWY: Best wishes to you. Thank

7 you again.

8 DR. GARRICK: Thank you.

9 MS. TREICHEL: Judy Treichel, Nevada

10 Nuclear Waste Transport. I'll give you my fortune.

11 It says you will be rewarded for being good listeners.

12 I found it really interesting today when the

13 conversation got around to the fact that everybody or

14 people who have been doing this for a long time could

15 predict what they were going to hear from whoever was

16 speaking. That certainly goes for me. You know

17 exactly what's going to come out of my mouth.

18 But it was refreshing to hear the, as you

19 call it, knock down, drag out that really didn't last

20 long enough. Yes, that stuff has to be hashed over

21 and it has to be hashed over hard, but I don't know

22 that you can get people to change their mind. Because

23 with everything that's going on here, you've got a

24 terrible glitch, and you've got a glitch for being

25 able to do a good probablistic risk assessment which
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1 I know is where you live, John, but because that's

2 generally done with something that everybody wants.

3 And if there's a risk involved, people decide they

4 want to take the risk because they want the result.

5 And you don't have that in Nevada.

6 And when it's just very sort of cavalierly

7 thrown out, well, who drinks all their water out of

8 the same tap, well, that answer is easy. A family out

9 in Amargosa Valley that farms. That's where they get

10 the water, that's where they pull it out, and, Dan,

11 they don't have to just eat tomatoes and cucumbers,

12 they can eat pistachios, they can drink the milk from

13 the cow who drinks out of the same tap, and they can

14 do all sorts of stuff or they can go down the street

15 to get something out of essentially the same tap or

16 one of the same. So you're dealing with people who

17 will be assigned a risk by someone else.

18 And I don't think the argument stops and

19 starts with whether or not you realized it was

20 fracture flow or it was through the matrix or whether

21 or not you realized the chemistry of the water or --

22 you need to almost ratchet back. And one of my big

23 problems is I'm never talking to the right audience.

24 But nobody ever really decided what the repository

25 does, why it's there, what it's for. And nobody can
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1 really give you that answer. That's sort of in the

2 eye of beholder as well, because according to the Vice

3 President in his task force, it's essential for a

4 resurgence of nuclear power. Want to build a lot more

5 nuclear power plants, so we're going to have to have

6 Yucca Mountain, so we have to be able to say that we

7 can do this. For somebody else, it's something else.

8 There's continual arguments about what

9 this thing is for, why we're doing it, how much waste

10 it's going to have to hold, who benefits, who takes

11 the risk, and I would like to see some of those things

12 decided before anything else. But my real fear is

13 that when you have discussions like this and we watch

14 who the presenters are and where the biases are and

15 who's coming out with what, that I'm terribly worried

16 that NRC is sort of pushing to make this thing okay.

17 I really think NRC would like to have

18 Yucca Mountain, and there's got to be compromises

19 made, there have to be -- uncertainties have to be

20 acknowledged and then either accepted or not, and I'm

21 worried that people who don't have to live with this

22 are going to be way more eager to have uncertainty or

23 to feel that it can be accepted then other people.

24 And I would just love to be able to leave here

25 thinking it was totally fair but I don't so far.
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1 Thank you.

2 DR. GARRICK: Thank you. Roger?

3 DR. STAEHLE: I want to say a few things.

4 I'll tell you first about a consulting problem I'm

5 working on where a helicopter set of lights failed and

6 killed three people. And I looked into this and

7 discovered that the engineers who organized the device

8 that holds the blades on had done a fatigue test and

9 had concluded that the rotor had infinite life. And

10 so when I looked into it, I discovered that the reason

11 they concluded infinite life was the fact they ran

12 these experiments in laboratory air. You know the

13 rest of it, that the thing didn't fail in laboratory

14 air, it failed in Houston industrially polluted air.

15 The second experience I wanted to mention

16 was the fact that I looked at the first BWR pipe

17 failure in 1967 and having looked at this, and I was

18 a young guy then, I said, you know, this is going to

19 happen again. Someone said, "Don't worry about,

20 Roger, that was bad heat."

21 And so what I'd like to say here

22 specifically is that it seems to me that we have a

23 problem that can be identified as being very complex.

24 We have complexities in the surface chemistry, we have

25 complexities in the Mountain, we have complexities in
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1 temperature, and there's no way we can solve that

2 problem. I mean with all the mathematics we can all

3 think of, we can't write a set of equations and

4 modeling that will solve that with any kind of

5 exactitude. And so what we have to do is figure out

6 how we can approach this in some way that makes sense.

7 And it seems to me that there's a need to

8 approach a -- have a bounding approach where we can

9 say that at least we can bound our problem with

10 certain kinds of quantifiable ideas. And so step one

11 is to figure out what it is we're going to bound, and

12 that's a discussion of we're going to bound

13 temperature, we're going to bound the availability of

14 water, we're going to bound how long we have to

15 predict for, and we're going to bound whether or not

16 the site is going to be air-cooled or not air-cooled.

17 And it seems to me that we need to kind of

18 develop, first of all, what are the set of things we

19 have to bound in order to make predictions? The

20 second thing we need to do then is to approach these

21 bounding situations and say what is a reasonable worst

22 case, not what is the worst case, but what's an

23 intelligent, reasonable worst case in each of these

24 bounding categories? And then with that set of

25 problems, we can, like the work the helicopter people
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2 environments and the temperatures and the question of

3 the availability of water.

4 So I think that we need to develop

5 something like that or whatever can we in fact work

6 with, because, as Joe Payer is struggling with this,

7 and I know that others have struggled with it, that,

8 well, they can't figure out how this is going to work,

9 how the environment's going to react and give us plus

10 or minus one or how the environment is going to -- how

11 much water do we need? Well, it's a struggle, because

12 we don't know, and so we've got to recognize we don't

13 know and step back and say we've got to bound that

14 some way.

15 So I would like to see that process

16 organized somehow that we develop the categories of

17 bounding, develop a set of worst cases for bounding

18 and then see if we can't make progress with modeling

19 on that kind of a basis.

20 DR. GARRICK: Thank you. There he is,

21 Steve. I've been wondering where you were. I can't

22 see you behind that post.

23 MR. FRISHMAN: I've been wondering where

24 you were. I can't see you in front of the post.

25 (Laughter.)
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1 Steve Frishman, State of Nevada. Just a

2 couple of quick observations that I think are maybe

3 important for you to at least notice, maybe not the

4 same way I did, but at least notice. One is there's

5 an interesting line on one of John Kessler's

6 viewgraphs, and that's on Page 7 at the bottom. He

7 says, "Pessimism can be replaced with more realism at

8 a time when more confidence is required, perhaps at a

9 later stage of repository development." Well, I think

10 that that's fine in the sense that I noticed a few

11 people seemed to agree with that in one way or another

12 when he was saying it and when it came up, at least in

13 part, in discussion later.

14 But I think you also have to remember that

15 there's no room for this concept under the current

16 regulation. And that is that when more confidence is

17 required, the way the regulation reads the confidence

18 that is required is to support the decision about

19 whether a license or whether a construction

20 authorization is issued or not. This is not a staged

21 program of building confidence to the point -- and

22 I've been through this with you collectively a number

23 of times, and it needs to be remembered, because this

24 type of talk is becoming sort of more built into the

25 system once again as the concept of staging is
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1 emerging.

2 Well, the NRC's rule as it stands today is

3 not a staged rule under the concept of you build and

4 build and build. And I think it's necessary to

5 understand once again that the confidence that is

6 necessary is the confidence that can be elicited

7 through demonstration at the time a construction

8 authorization is issued, if it is to be issued. So

9 that's a point that I think you can't forget, even in

10 your zeal to say that through time we will know more

11 and the implication being, and in fact, actually, it

12 was stated explicitly yesterday, that through time we

13 can expect our understanding to be better and our

14 confidence to go up. Well, that's not necessarily

15 true. Through time we can expect that we will know

16 more, but what we might know in the addition of more

17 is that we have less confidence rather than more

18 confidence. It's just as possible.

19 Now, just one other point and that's that

20 at least two of the members today just in the last few

21 minutes pointed out that TSPA is, yes, a very

22 important component in the whole effort that is

23 underway right now, but it must be remembered that

24 mainly TSPA is a very useful tool. And the purpose

25 and use of that tool, described differently but all
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1 comes out to about the same, a useful tool for

2 understanding not only what you know but more

3 importantly what you don't know.

4 The thing you have to remember, once

5 again, in your considerations around this table and

6 what advice you may pass on to the Commission, is that

7 the licensing rule doesn't have room for that either.

8 The licensing rule says that the outcome of the

9 performance assessment is the statement of compliance

10 or not. And you in fact somewhat endorsed that idea

11 in the past. So, yes, this discussion is wonderful

12 and I think it's been a very good discussion to have

13 had, it should have been had a very long time ago by

14 a much broader base of people with a much broader

15 scope, but, yes, it's a good discussion too far afield

16 at this point where all of a sudden you're sort of

17 giving way to the idea that the performance assessment

18 somehow can be compromised by some other measure in a

19 decision of reasonable assurance or reasonable

20 expectation or whatever.

21 The way the rule, whether you like it or

22 not, whether I like it or not, and we're trying to do

23 something about that, by the way, what the rule says

24 right now is that the performance assessment is the

25 statement of compliance or not. So if you want to do
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1 something about that, there may be others way to do

2 it, but I warn don't encourage that the concept of

3 reasonable expectation begin building in what I circle

4 back to from John Kessler, the idea that when more

5 confidence is needed. Well, that's just not the way

6 the structure is right now.

7 I don't like the structure the way it is,

8 and I've told you about that many times, and, as I

9 said, we're trying to do something to change that. I

10 don't know if we'll be successful. But at this late

11 date I don't think that it is wise to reconsider the

12 concept of performance assessment that will only build

13 some new level of vagueness into what people might

14 think is an acceptable way to make a decision about a

15 construction authorization.

16 So, essentially, you guys participated in

17 building the regulatory bed that we're all in right

18 now, for good or for bad, and I know that through past

19 things that it is possible if you begin talking about

20 how performance assessment is a tool, which we have

21 all been saying for years anyway, that can get

22 translated into a decision for reasonable expectation

23 or reasonable assurance or whatever it is called at

24 whatever time it is used, that can lead to another

25 level of subjectivity some new great idea once again
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1 that is all working very much to the detriment of

2 safety as far as I see it because each one, in my

3 mind, is a new way to compromise on the applicant's

4 original responsibility, which is to demonstrate

5 safety on the front end and demonstrate it to the

6 extent that it has a scientific basis to it. So

7 that's my warning for this week. Thank you.

8 DR. GARRICK: Thanks, Steve. One of the

9 things I think I mentioned at the beginning and

10 somewhere along the way is that the Committee does its

11 best to address the technical issues and is not the

12 body that makes the decision about whether or not a

13 license is in compliance. We are not license experts,

14 we're not regulation experts. We're here to

15 complement the regulatory process but be focused on

16 what is going on from a technical standpoint. So

17 there is that point to make.

18 And in that context, the idea that some of

19 the things that have been said about confidence and

20 uncertainty are clearly appropriate. I agree with you

21 that in the end the decisions have to be made on the

22 basis of compliance with the regulations and the legal

23 structure that is involved.

24 Okay. Are there any other comments? I

25 think what I'd like to do -- I think people are kind
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1 of wrung out. I'd like to wrap this up. We have

2 systematically been losing our panel, and you've not

3 -- you don't need to hear anymore speeches from me

4 especially. So let me just in about two minutes just

5 throw out a few thoughts that are in the nature of

6 sound bites, if you wish, on the meeting and bring the

7 working group session to close. And then we'll take

8 our break and the Committee will reconvene and get

9 into our report writing discussion session, et cetera,

10 et cetera.

11 We've heard a lot about the issues that we

12 identified as themes for the meeting, particularly the

13 issue of realism, and we've given quite a bit of

14 discussion about why we're interested in realism, and

15 I don't think we need to build on that anymore, and I

16 think that to a large extent the goals of the workshop

17 or the working group session have been fulfilled in

18 that regard.

19 The DOE staff identified degradation modes

20 of waste packages as a major source of modeling

21 uncertainty. We pursued this issue of where are the

22 principal sources of uncertainty, et cetera. NRC

23 identified source term release as a major source of

24 uncertainty, and of course we've known for a long time

25 that this is an area of considerable concern to the
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1 stakeholders.

2 We did our usual campaign for simple

3 models and the usefulness thereof, and we were

4 cautioned in this discussion about the need for

5 balance between simplicity and the drive to add

6 complexity to our models. We heard lots of discussion

7 of areas of considerable disagreement, such as

8 disagreements about the potential for extreme

9 corrosive environments to exist on the surfaces of

10 drip shields and waste packages. We heard

11 considerable discussion about the assumption that all

12 soluble radionuclides will be captured at the 18

13 kilometer boundary and some of the opinions within the

14 group about the extreme conservatism involved there.

15 We discussed the assumption that juvenile failures of

16 waste packages will be extremely rare, and they should

17 be examined based on the non-uniformity of welding and

18 annealing skill levels in the industries that do this

19 sort of thing, such as the steel industry.

20 We had some very interesting discussion

21 about the waste package environment and such matters

22 as how solubility depends on the mineral phases

23 present, and the point was made very clearly that if

24 the assumed phases are wrong, the solubilities will

25 also be wrong. We also had a good discussion on the
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1 need for field scale data on radionuclide retardation

2 in particular and a number of other issues that I

3 think we've adequately discussed in this last half an

4 hour.

5 So unless there's somebody that wishes to

6 make some final remarks, I'd like to thank everybody

7 that was here and who participated. I thought the

8 comments that were made were made freely and openly,

9 and I agree with Judy and others that we need to have

10 more time on some of these issues to more

11 appropriately address them in an increasingly

12 uninhibited fashion. And we'll have to figure out

13 what's the best forum.

14 We also want to thank the contribution

15 made from San Antonio and the staff from the Center

16 and everybody else for attending and showing the

17 patience to listen to a lot of discussion and

18 deliberation on a very complex issue but an issue

19 that's an extremely important to our nation. And

20 let's hope that we can continue to ferret out the

21 issues in a manner that indeed at the appropriate time

22 will take the form of a useful basis for decision-

23 making.

24 Neil, do you have any closing? I want to

25 thank Neil Coleman again for his assistance in putting
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1 together the working group session as well as Mike and

2 anybody else that was involved, because these are

3 difficult things to arrange considering the level of

4 people that are involved and all of the other things

5 that are going on at this time. So have I left --

6 Andy?

7 DR. CAMPBELL: I just wanted to thank the

8 members of my staff, Chris Grossman and Dave Esh and

9 everybody else, and the folks at the Center, for the

10 tremendous support that they've provided in giving you

11 information that you needed.

12 DR. GARRICK: Yes. Yes. Thank you very

13 much. So unless there are people wanting to say more,

14 I'm going to turn the meeting back over to our

15 Chairman, and we'll take our break now, I think, and

16 then we'll come back in for our report writing

17 session.

18 CHAIRMAN HORNBERGER: Okay. Thank you,

19 John. I don't see any other hands up, so we will take

20 a break until -- how long a break do we want, Milt, 20

21 minutes, 15 minutes? Five o'clock? Fifteen-minute

22 break.

23 (Whereupon, at 4:41 p.m., the ACNW meeting

24 was concluded.)

25
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Inventory Reduction by Radionuclide Decay
Inventorv Decav.asm: Swift Presentation 021403 Fi_ Z 1e6.JNB
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7a)

C)
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le+10
1 e+9
1 e+8
1 e+7
1 e+6
1 e+5
1e+4
1 e+3
1 e+2
1e+1
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I I
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100000 1000000

Initial Inventory from Total System Performance Assessment - Site Recommendation, a;
decay and Ingrowth.

9justed for radioactive
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Yucca Mountain Radionuclide Inventory
(page 3 of 3)

le+10 Inventory-Decay.gsm; SwiftPresentation_021,

._

4-

C-)

C:

ir

1 e+9
1 e+8

1 e+7

1 e+6

1 e+5

1 e+4

1 e+3

1e+2

1e+1 10
100000010 100 1000 10000 100000

Time (years)

Initial Inventory from Total System Performance Assessment - Site Recommendation, adJuf
decay and ingrowth.

sted for radioactive
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Contributors to Nominal Performance Dose
(page 1 of 2)

a)
E

a)
0

C

a)

104

103

102

101

10°

10-1

10-2

10-3

10-4

10-5

10-6

10 100 1000 10000 100000 1000000

Time (years)

Results from ANL-WIS-PA-000004 Rev. 00 ICN 00 ("one-on analysis" Case 12).
I-~ YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT
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Contributors to Nominal Performance Dose
(page 2 of 2)

SE01-167nm6.gsm; One-On-Analysis-Case_12 EPRIRN.jnb

I-

a:)E

0
S-

0

W

0)

C:

Ct

104

103

102

101

10°
10-1

10-2

10-3

10-4

10-5

10-6

. .
.

10 100 1000 10000 100000 1000000

Time (years)

Results from ANL-WIS-PA-000004 Rev. 00 ICN 00 ("one-on analysis" Case 12).
YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT
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Selected Chronology Information - Nominal Performance
(Total System Performance Assessment - Supplemental Science and

Performance Analyses)

* Climate changes
- 0-600 yr: present climate
- 600-2000 yr: monsoonal climate
- 2000-38,000 yr: glacial transition climate
- 38,000 yr: first full glacial climate (recurs at 106 kyr,

200 kyr, etc.)
* Peak waste package surface temperature (repository

average) for commercial spent nuclear fuel
- High temperature operating mode: - 160 C, - 70 yr
- Low temperature operating mode: - 84 C, - 350 yr

* Average high temperature operating mode temperatures
fall below boiling at
- Waste package surface (commercial spent nuclear fuel): - 700 yr
- Drift wall (commercial spent nuclear fuel): - 600 yr

YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT
BSC Presentations_ACNWYMSwift_03/26/03 9
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Selected Chronology Information - Nominal Performance
(Total System Performance Assessment - Supplemental Science and

Performance Analyses)
(Continued)

* Drip shield failures
- First failures by corrosion - 28 kyr, half of realizations show failure by

- 100 kyr
* Waste package failures due to weld defects

- Supplemental Science and Performance Analyses and Final Environmental
Impact Statement: 1-2 packages per realization, probability - 0.23

- Subsequent modeling: assumption of 1 package per realization, probability 1
* Waste package general corrosion failures

- Supplemental Science and Performance Analyses high temperature
operating mode: - first failures - 110 kyr, mean - 40% of waste packages
intact at 1 Myr

- Supplemental Science and Performance Analyses low temperature operating
mode: - first failures - 170 kyr, mean - 40% of waste packages intact at
1 Myr

- Final Environmental Impact Statement model without temperature-dependent
corrosion: most packages fail between - 50 kyr and 200 kyr

* Transport times in the natural system
- Described later in the presentation in the context of

radioactivity flux
YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT

BSC PresentationsACNWYMSwift03/26/03 10
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Major Nominal Performance Model Components
Organized by Barriers

Surface soils and
topography (includes

k 1 climate, infiltration)

Unsaturated zone

Ste%-

above (seepage, drift
effects)

~ Drip shield

Waste package

Cladding

Waste form

-~ Invert

Unsaturated zone
Redme618EO~ftbelow (transport)

W26C~qLA-0MAiSaturated zone

YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT
BSC Presentations _ACNWYMSwift_03/26/03 1 1
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Radionuclide Transport
Activity Flux (All Species) Leaving Each Component

102 SE01_167nm6.gsm SE01_167nm6_BarrierReleases_Total.JNB

1 01
100 - .. ........... ,,..y.

- 10o-1 ... '- [Jt
t 10-2. -7 ~

0 1 0-3 . .................. ; .. .. ......... ..;
:D - ........ ............................ .......... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 0 -2- ..... /................... .... ....

a 0 -3 - ....... {g.... .... ...... ... ..... .......... ....
t)1 0 o-4 , .......... ,,........... .. .. , . ........... .. .. . .... . .. . . .. .. .

a) 10  .-. Waste Form
a 10 .1 - Waste Package

1 -1 ............... .. .. Invert
10-1...... ......... ................ - Unsaturated Zone
-1 0 Saturated Zone

1 0 -14 ................. i.. . * i

10 100 1000 10000 100000 1000000

Time (years)

Based on results of ANL-WIS-PA-000004 Rev. 00 ICN 00 ("one-on analysis" Case 12). / j_1ii m
I _ ~YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT
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Technetium-99 Transport
Activity Flux Leaving Each Component

102 SE01_167nm6.gsm; SE01_167nm6_BarrierReleases_Tc.JNB
lU 0 I I I I|| I 'l ' '' I I I I I § l 't I I I lilt I '

100-.- 8 . L
1 0-2- . . . .. .

1 0 -- ... . . . ......

Q 10-7-/

( 1 o-2 .................................,..,,,................ ................... .................

CD 1 0-9 ..
1o~ .3 ..... ............ I............ .......................CD1 0-1 ............

10-1t ;|l |§||l-l ||||t|10-14

10 100 1000 10000

Time (years)
Based on results of ANL-WIS-PA-000004 Rev. 00 ICN 00 ("one-on analysis"
Case 12).

Waste Form
Waste Package
Invert
Unsaturated Zone
Saturated Zone

I I I I Il I II ' '"

100000 1000000

i Y YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT
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Neptunium-237 Transport
Activity Flux Leaving Each Component

102 SE01_1 67nm6.gsm; SE01_1 67nm6_BarrierReleases_Np.JNB
0 _ ' 'ir I I " l ' ' '" 'I fil ' I I I "I I ' I I "I I II I I I I '!I

101 Waste Form .................................. ..................... .... ......... .
100 Waste Package LI

L 1 0- - Invert ..... ......
2 1 0-2 Unsaturated Zone .... . . . .

|) 1 0-3 - Saturated Zone

' 1 0 -4 ... . . . ... . . ..... .. ..

-, 10-
cn 10o-6 ttr l
C( 108- ............. ,

-) 10-11,_ i
n 10 -z .0t''1b......... .. .. .. ,, , .. .. . ... . .

o-1111 I ' " i z l I Hll!s I Iiil

10 100 1000 10000 100000 1000000

Time (years)

Based on results of ANL-WIS-PA-000004 Rev. 00 ICN 00 ("one-on analysis" Case 12).
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Nominal Performance Scenario Class: Summary

from Current Total System Performance
Assessment Analyses

* Total dose before . 40 kyr essentially equivalent to Tc-99 dose
- Prior to drip shield failure, diffusion is dominant release mechanism

* At later time, drip shield failures allow advective transport from
the waste package, and Np-237 becomes an important
contributor

* Total dose after large-scale waste package failure (> 100 kyr)
essentially equivalent to Np-237 dose

* Contributions to dose from the radionuclides that dominate
radioactivity in the initial inventory Sr-90, Cs-1 37, Am-241, and
Pu-238 are not significant because retardation in the natural
system prevents release while inventory is high

* Contributions from long-lived Pu species do not dominate total
dose because of effective retardation in the
natural system

YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT
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Surficial Soils and Topography
Example Barrier Capability Description

Capability: reduce the rate
of movement of water Average Precipitation and Infiltration F

500 SSwit TRBPresentation_012803 Fig_A

-Source:Com parison of -Modem Climate (-600 Years) - ANL-N1S-HS1-00032 Rev 00 ICN 02, Table 6-9 (page 103)
CMonsoon Climate (600-2,000 Years) - ANL-NBS-HS-000032 Rev 00 ICN 02. Table 613 (page IC

p re i pi t t i n n d i n i It r t i n 400 - lacial Transition Climate (2,000 -20,000 Years) - ANL.:NBsS-HS-00032 Rev 00 iCN 02, Table 6precipitation and infiltration 400 ................ ......-......

- Precipitation and infiltration E__
are shown as spatial averages a 300 -
for 38.7 km2 domain 0

Curves are weighted averages a 200-
for low, medium, and high
infiltration conditions > 100 - Precipitati
corresponding to uncertainty - Infiltration

in climate states 0- ,

Steps in time history 0 5000 10000 15000
correspond to climate Time (years)
changes

Rates
_Weighted.JNB

17)
-18 (page 112

on Rate -
Rate -

20000

* Surficial soils and
topography reduce
spatially-averaged water
movement at 10,000 years
approximately 16x

Extracted precipitation and infiltration based on spatially-averaged results from ANL-
NBS-HS-000032 Rev. 00 ICN 02 [Final Environmental Impact Statement/Supplemental
Science and Performance Analyses Infiltration Model analysis model report) for three
infiltration maps, weighted by the relative frequency of occurrence of these maps in Total
System Performance Assessment - Final Environmental Impact Statement.

YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT
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Unsaturated Zone above the Repository
Example Barrier Capability DescriDtion

* Capability: reduce the rate of
movement of water

* Comparison of mean
seepage flux for seeping
environments to average
infiltration flux
- Mean seepage shown for 10

waste package bins (upper plot)
and for overall mean weighted
by bin frequency in 300
realizations (lower plot)

- Infiltration shown as spatial
average for 38.7 km 2model

domain (see previous page)

* Unsaturated zone flow and
drift effects reduce total
water flux onto drip shields at
10,000 years - 4x relative to
infiltration

102

-: 101

E 100
a)
*C 10-1
a:
a)
(M 10.2
11-

> 10-3

Average Infiltration and Seepage Rates
SE01_00grnn ge. rSeOtL TRBrP,0erntatrne 012803 FigB_BiMean.JNB

.! I ' ' ' ! 'g' ' '

F$N Bi_
,t ain R

. ..,, .. ._ .. .. .. .. ... ... . - C N inlranao 3.......
3 . : Mean Seepage Rate

. CSNF Bin 4
CSNF Bin 5
CDSP Si,

E CDSP Bin 2
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . .. . .. ... ...... ... .... .............. .......-CSBi2

tiflo.n Rate Sewrme (ANL-NBS-HS-n032 DR. 00 ICN 02) - CDSP Bin 3
Modern Clssate (0-600 Yern) - Table 6-9 (page -13) -CoSP Bin 4
Monfoon Climate (600-Z000 Yearn) - TeblIe613 pge17) COSP Bin

. eanlal Tranagine Clime r(2.00-20.00 Yer~rn)- T Ne -10(page 1.22), | . . ._
10-4

0 5000 10000

Time (years)
15000 20000

Average Infiltration and Seepage Rate
102

> 101

E
E§ 100
a)
X 10-i

a)
S 10-2

a)
< 10-3

10-4

0 5000 10000

Time (years)
15000 20000

Extracted seepage results show mean performance from 300 realizations.
Source: calculations performed for SL986M3 Rev. 00, figure 6-5 (Total System Performance
Assessment - Final Environmental Impact Statement).

BSC Presentations ACNWYMSwift_03/2
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Drip Shield
Example Barrier Capability Description

* Capability: reduce the
rate of movement of
water

* Comparison of
spatially-averaged
mean seepage flux to
mean water flux
reaching waste
package

* Drip shields reduce
water flux at 1 0,000
years to zero (no drip
shield failures during
first 20,000 years)

Water Flux through the Drip Shield
1 SE01006nm6.psm; SWitRBPresentation_~012803 FigC_Weihted_Mean.JNI

Mean Seepage Flux
Drip Shield Flux

E

C)

0 5000 10000 15000 20000

Time (years)

Extracted results show mean performance from 300 realizations. Note linear scale rather than
logarithmic scale shown for same information on figure 9. Source: calculations performed for
SL986M3 Rev. 00, figure 6-5 (Total System Performance Assessment - Final Environmental
Impact Statement). _ _

YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT
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Waste Package
Example Barrier Capability Description

* Capability: reduce the
rate of movement of
water

* Comparison of spatially-
averaged mean seepage
flux to mean water flux
through waste packages
with early failures and
without a drip shield

* Waste packages alone
(independent of drip
shields) can reduce
water flux to less than
1 mm/yr for packages
with early failures and to
zero for all other
packages

Water Flux through the Waste Package

1 0 SE01-107nm6.gsrnLSw 1T 1PresentationuOlr282FigDWeighte .Mean

. Mean Seepage FluxE DS Neutralized, Waste Package Flux

E

CD5

C)

0)

0 5000 10000 15000 20000

Time (years)

Extracted results show mean performance from 300 realizations. Source: Extracted
mean seepage calculations prepared for figure 9 of this presentation, scaled by area
fraction of early package failure opening.

YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT
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Waste Package
Example Barrier Capability Description

(Continued)

* Capability: reduce the rate
of radionuclide movement

* Comparison of total activity
leaving waste package to
total activity in Total
System Performance
Assessment inventory
shows capability of barrier
to limit radionuclide
movement
- Drip shield removed

- Releases result from one
early waste package failure in
each realization

* Waste packages alone limit
annual releases to less
than one ten-billionth of the
total inventory

Total TSPA Inventory vs WP Release Rate

4-

0L>_

40-
C
ai)

I

F-

1010
109
1Q8

107
106

105
104
103
102

101
100
10-1
1Q-2

10-3
10-4
10-5

- - - - . . . .
I

rTT .... . . '...
....... .................... .....

.... ...................... .......

.... ... ...... ...... ..........

..... ........... ..........

I . I I T o r a I I e I I .
........I................ ........I - = Total TSPA 1Inventorv (Ci)

SE01_1 07nm6.gsrn; InventoryDecay.gsm; SwiftlTRB_Presentation_012803_FigE.JNB

0
................ . .. ............. .. . ... ............. ..........

~~~~~~~~~~~~~................. ........... ... ... .. ........ ... .............

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

,. .......................... . ...... .......... ............. ..... .. ...... ... .

................... ............. ............... ................ ..........................

' . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
......................... ......................................... ..

. . . . . . ... . . .. . . . ........... ........... ....

............... ............... ... .... ......................................

~ed, WP Releas (Cilyr) I

.............. ........... ............::

..................................

....... ....... ... ........ ....... ......

:.. ...................-

........................................

...................................

.... ..... .............

-1010
1 lo109
108 *

107 -0

106 3)

104 CD

103 tD
*102 CD

101 W

.10° 1 C."

10-2
10-3 ':<

10-4

*10-5

................................ ................... ... ........ ....... ............... !......I...............I....I..........

, I I I i I . I , j , .. j . . . ., ,

0 5000 10000

Time (years)

15000 20000

Extracted results show mean performance from 300 realizations.
Source: calculations performed for TDR-WIS-PA-000009 Rev. 01 ICN 01, figure 10.
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Waste Package
Example Barrier Capability Description

(Continued)
Total TSPA Inventory vs WP Release I

10 SEOtj_107rm6 Cgni r IdoyCy.o ; SWTRBP-_I.LO

106
* C a p ab ility : re d u c e th e ra te o f ......:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

radionuc ide movement ... ... , .. .'
C l 1 o , .. ........ ........ ......................... .... ..... ..... ......................................

* Comparisons of Tc-99 and Np-237 .2 102 ...... _...

leaving waste package to total > 10::

activity of these species in Total '8*5 1 0 r oT.i TSPA n-.5o

System Performance Assessment 50 1O-s
inventory movement 0 5000 10000 15000

Time (years)

- Drip shield removed Total TSPA Inventory vs WP Release I

- Releases result from one early waste 05

package failure in each realization A x 1 .. s.. ....... .........

* W aste packages successfully 0 ...... ... .:: ::: ......................::.::
contain both highly soluble species C 103 :. ........ :::::::::::: :::: ::: ::::::.::.:::::::::::

1 0 -4 .......... ....
(e.g., Tc-99, upper plot) and g 10 ::
moderately soluble species 10°8 i : T -

(e.g., Np-237, lower plot) 510000 10000..150
0 5000 10000 15000

Time (years)

Extracted results show mean performance from 300 realizations.
Source: calculations performed for TDR-WIS-PA-000009 Rev. 01 ICN 01, figurelO.
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Cladding
Example Barrier Capability Description

(

* Capability: reduce the rate
of radionuclide movement

* Comparison of total activity
leaving waste package with
and without cladding
present on commercial
spent nuclear fuel
- Other barriers (e.g., drip

shield and waste package)
perform as expected

* Cladding has the potential
to reduce total activity flux
leaving the commercial
spent nuclear fuel waste
packages at 10,000 years
- 40x

CSNF Cladding Performance Analysis: Total
1O SE01-040nm6.gsm SE01O8Onm6ogsm, Swift TRBPresentation_012803_FingH.JN

Base Case
Cladding Neutralized

- 10-1

.B 10-2
10-5

co,
C0

~-10-6

0 5000 10000 15000 20000
Time (years)

Extracted results show mean performance from 201 realizations, which
represent the commercial spent nuclear fuel fraction early waste package
failures in the the total of 300 realizations. Source: calculations performed
for TDR-WIS-PA-000009 Rev. 01 ICN 01, figure 19.
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Cladding
Example Barrier Capability Description

(Continued)r CSNF Cladding Performance Analysis: 99Tc

I

* Capability: reduce the rate
of radionuclide movement a

a) 14
co

* Comparison of activity 1

leaving waste package with
and without cladding for
two radionuclides
- Tc-99: highly soluble, rapid 10

diffusive transport (upper 10
plot) ~10

X.10-

- Np-237: solubility-limited If 10
concentrations, slow diffusive ) 10-

transport (lower plot) cc 10.
.0-

10,

Extracted results show mean performance from 201 realizations, which represent the commercial
spent nuclear fuel fraction early waste package failures In the the total of 300 realizations.
Source: calculations performed for TDR-WIS-PA-000009 Rev. 01 ICN 01, figure 19.
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Waste Form Degradation and Dissolution
Example Barrier Capability Description

* Capability: reduce the rate
of radionuclide release
from waste

* Comparison of total
activity in Total System
Performance Assessment
inventory and total activity
mobilized from waste form
exposed to precipitation
flux
- Drip shield, Waste Package,

and Cladding removed

* At 10,000 years, waste
form alone has the
potential to reduce annual
radionuclide mobilization
to approximately 1/400,000
of total inventory

Total TSPA Inventory vs WF Barrier Release Rate

SE01_159nm6._; InventoryDeCay_ gsm; SwiltLTRB.Presentation-012803_FIg_K.JNB 1 010

E . _ Total TSPA Inventory (Cl) |

)1 0 9 ...................................... .......... .. .. .......... ............... la t o gmRlae(C )|10

108 ... 108 _D

10- 107

0))° 1 0 5 ............ ..................... ................................ 1 0 5 -D

I 104 104

the release rate depicted here is for the total TSPA inventory

101 r appropo~iate Waste o amand ronstfaineO by rubyity lignits. 1 0

0 5000 10000 15000 20000

Time (years)

Extracted results show mean performance from 300 realizations. Source: calculations
performed for ANL-WIS-PA-000004 Rev. 00 ICN 00, figure 7-3 (one-on analysis case 3).
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Waste Form Degradation and Dissolution
Example Barrier Capability Description

(Continued) r I

* Capability: reduce the rate of
radionuclide movement

* Comparisons of Tc-99 and
Np-237 activity in Total
System Performance
Assessment inventory and
activities mobilized from
waste form exposed to
precipitation flux

- Drip shield, waste package, and
cladding removed

Extracted results show mean performance from 300 realizations. Source: calculations
performed for ANL-WIS-PA-000004 Rev. 00 ICN 00 figure 7-7 (one-on analysis case 3).

Total TSPA Inventory vs WF Barrier Release Rate: 9Tc

10 Q7 , I n S4 TRB P- .l 107

C. 106 - 106
_ Tob. TSPA Inv..doy (CS

.i 105 . . .. _................. 1.0 (D
10)

t;104 , 104 #
2;6 104 ..................... - C03 D

°c 102 - r\ - ---- - .......... - .- ........ 1 0 4

< 1 0 3 ... ... ... .......... ........ ......................................... . ...... ............ .. 1 3 D

:iJ
20 102 ............. . - 102-

C CD

100101-.6

I- I. depkto
1 -2 s I 1 1 0-2

0 5000 10000 15000 20000

Time (years)

Total TSPA Inventory vs WF Barrier Release Rate: 237Np

Q6 SEOl1_S~gl enD..Sv:MI TRB P,_,tfi0_FU.on1106 - r P 4 22-1- 1 Pra ' ;= | 9 g MJN 1 06

1 105-r 105
10~*T.W TSPA IM IC

1 0 4 -. .................... .............. ................ I o l F P fn v nx( ) - 1 04W.*. F-s Rodoss (Oby, C

:> 103 iO r -13(
.10. .......... ....... 1023

0 10 ° r - - - -.. . e 0°

.g 1001 - _ 10-0 <

10)

5 10 2 . ....... . . .. . . .. . 0 n

° 1 0 - . ........................... . 1 0 -
10 4 ........ .... '.............................y...t~l l n . 1 0-1 0-

0 5000 10000 15000 20000

Time (years)
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Invert
Example Barrier Capability Description

* Capability: reduce
the rate of
radionuclide
movement

* Comparison of total
activity entering and
exiting the invert
- Waste package and

drip shield removed

* At 1 0,000 years,
invert has the
potential to reduce
total activity in
groundwater
approximately 4x

Average Waste Form and Invert Release Rates
from WP and DS Neutralized Case

1 QE5 SEO1L062nm6.gsm; SwftTRB-Presentation-012803_Fig_N.JNB

104 -ll WF Release Rate

" 1 3 - Invert Release Rate

1 0 2 ........-... - ..... .. .... .. ... . .... .. ..< 1 02 ........... ........_...._.

a ) 1 0 -3 - ...................... .. ........................................................................................

1 0 -4 .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .... .. . . . .,.. . .. . . .... .......................................... ...

10-5

0 5000 10000 15000 20000

Time (years)

Extracted results show mean performance from 300 realizations.
Source: unpublished calculations performed for TDR-WIS-PA-000009 Rev. 01 ICN 01.

YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT
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Invert
Exam le Barrier Capability Description

Average Waste Form and Invert Release Rates (Continued)
from WP and DS Neutralized Case: "Tc

._

-C

a,
(0

d:a)
coco

0 5000 10000 15000 20000

Time (years)

Average Waste Form and Invert Release Rates
from WP and DS Neutralized Case: 237Np

* Capability: reduce the
rate of radionuclide
movement

* Comparisons of Tc-99
and Np-237 activity in
Total System
Performance
Assessment entering
and exiting the invert
- Waste package and drip

shield removed

a,

CI,
07

Cc
a)

105
104

103

102
101

100
10-1

... ..... . .. ..... .._.. .... . . .. u ..... .... ....... ... ................... . ............. j

- r - --- ! - ~~.............. ......,..

_ -W IF R.I..s Ra~te |

_ - Invert Release ......... .....|..............

_ . -.......................

_~ ~ ~~~~~~........... .. - - .-..... ..-.. _, ................

-i

10-2

1 0 -5

.U

0 5000 10000

Time (years)
15000 20000

Extracted results show mean performance from 300 realizations.
Extracted results show mean performance from 300 realizations.
Source: unpublished calculations performed for TDR-WIS-PA-000009 Rev. 01 ICN 01.
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Unsaturated Zone below the Repository
Example Barrier Capability Description

* Capability: reduce the rate
of radionuclide movement 1 .0-

* Breakthrough curves for s = Neptuniumr=

Tc, Np, Pu 0.8 -Plutonium, Reversble.
O Plutonium, Irreversible:

- Breakthrough based on unit
release into unsaturated zone @ 0.6
at time zero, effectively
removes all engineered
barriers *° 0.4- .

- No radioactive decay
U.

* Median unsaturated zone mm 0.2 -co
transport times for mean
breakthroughs vary for o.o
different species 10 100 1000 10000 100000
- Tc-99: - 1000 yr Time (years)
- Np-237: - 3000 yr
- Pu (dissolved and reversible

colloids): > 100,00 yr Total System Performance Assessment - Site Recommendation Rev. 00 ICN 01
figure 3.7-12.

- Irreversible Pu colloids:
- 300 yr

I! YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT
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Unsaturated Zone below the Repository
Example Barrier Capability Description

(Continued)

* Capability: reduce the
rate of radionuclide
movement

* Comparison of total
activity entering and
exiting the unsaturated
zone
- Results shown with

seepage effects, drip
shield, waste package, and
invert removed

* Potential activity
reduction at 1000 years is
> 1 Ox, due to strong
retardation of Am-241,
Cs-137, Sr-90

Unsaturated Zone Flow and Transport
SE011 62nm6 sm, SwiHtTRBPresentatior_012803_FigPl.JNB

1 e+6 - I put
.... ............................. ........... ................ . ....................... LI In u

UZ Output

_1 e+4
l e+3

.. .. ... ..........................-.......... - . . . . ... . .... ...l e+2

< le+1 -__-_-- -- _----_

t5 1 e- - . ....... .. .. . ..... .. ..le-1 .. . .. .. --- .. . ...
W l e-2

1e-4
le-5- I

0 5000 10000 15000 20000

Time (years)

Extracted results show mean performance from 300 realizations. Source: calculations
performed for ANL-WIS-PA-000004 Rev. 00 ICN 00, figure 7-6 (one-on analysis case 6).
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Unsaturated Zone below the Repository
Example Barrier Capability Description

.(Continued)
1 e+6
1 e+5

c te+4
le+3
1 1e+2

* 1e+1
t0 1 e+0
< 1 e-1aIm 1 e-2q)
2 1e-3

1 e-4
1 e-5

Unsaturated Zone Flow and Transport: 99Tc
- B w | B ! , , ,wo_ 12 mfiq ; Sie ;RS_ F . U M Mn z2o3Fig-3.A

. ............. ............ ................................... .............................................. .............................. ................ .

.. .. .. .. ....... .. .. ... .. . ... .. .. ... .. .. ... .'. , ... . .... .. . ... ... ... .. .. .. .. .

. ............... ..................... ....................................... .............................. ...................... ............................... ...... .. .......................-

.. . ... .. . . ... .......... ............... ......... .. ... ..

~~~~~~.................. ................................................ ........................'.
. outpu

0 05000 10000 15000 200(

Time (years)

Unsaturated Zone Flow and Transport: 237Np

)O

* Capability: reduce the
rate of radionuclide
movement

* Comparisons of Tc-99
(upper plot) and Np-237
(lower plot) activity
entering and exiting the
unsaturated zone
- Results shown with

seepage effects, drip
shield, waste package,
invert removed

1 e+6
1 e+5

l= 1e+3
Ile+2
2> le+1
B 1e+0
< le-1
1Z le-20)~
2 le-3

1 e-4
1 e-5

~~~~......................... .................... . . ........... . . ... ..... - UZ Input
.~ Iuzoutput

.. ... ......... ........... .. . .. . .. ... ... . .. . .

....................... ........... ........... ............... .......................................... ............. . .
.................... . ....................... ................... .............. . .........- .. .... .. .. .... . .... .. .. ....

. ......................... ..... .... . .... ...... ........... ... ... ...... ..................... ........ ....... ..... .........................

. .. ... ... ... ........ ........... ............................................. ....... ...................................... ........ ... .... .... .. .. . .
................ ............... .................................... ................ .

......................... ._.,

.,,..................... .................................. ................................ ... ....-

0 5000 10000

Time (years)
15000 20000

Extracted results show mean performance from 300 realizations. Source: calculations performed for
ANL-WIS-PA-000004 Rev. 00 ICN 00, figure 7-6 (one-on analysis case 6).
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Saturated Zone
Example Barrier Capability Description

* Capability: reduce the rate
of radionuclide movement

* Mean breakthrough curves Saturated Zone Breakthrough Cur
for saturated zone 1.0- - .4 .MearLBT&Anaysis.?rSm

0 .9 4 -- T C ........................
- Breakthrough based on unit .

release into saturated zone at o 0.8 - Pu
~ eoe ~Nptime zero, e r 0.7 - IrreversibleColloids

all engineered barriers - Cs&Sr

- Present climate, scaled for X 0.5.-.... / / / /.-
wetter conditions

- No radioactive decay , 03
U.

* Median saturated zone g, 0.2 -
transport times for mean E.0.1.-./ 0Saturated Zone Break Th

breakthroughs vary for 0°0 -
different species 10 100 1000 10000 1000'

- Tc-99: - 300 yr Time (years)

- Np-237: - 8,000 yr

ves
012803 Fia R.JNB

........... .... ...............

...........................

..... .... . . .. . .

rough Curves for
: (=6) are idenical.

0 . .1 0000

>00 1 000000

- Pu (dissolved and reversible
colloids): - 53,000 yr

- Cs-1 37, Sr-90: - 27,000 yr

Extracted results show mean performance from 100 realizations. Source: calculations
performed for this presentation using models developed for SL986M3 Rev. 00, figure 6-5
(Total System Performance Assessment - Final Environmental Impact Statement).

- Irreversible colloid species
- 12,500 yr

BSC PresentationsACNW_YMSwift.03/2
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Saturated Zone
Example Barrier Capability Description

(Continued)

Saturated Zone Breakthrough Curves: Np237

x

Cl)
C',CD

IL
Cn
T-w

1.0
0.9

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

10 100 1000 10000

Tim (v Pqrs
100000 1000000

\. . \ _
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Saturated Zone
Example Barrier Capability Description

(Continued)

* Capability: reduce the
rate of radionuclide
movement

* Comparison of activity
entering and exiting the
saturated zone
- Results shown with the

unsaturated zone removed
- For comparison with

unsaturated zone results in
previous example, seepage
effects, drip shield, waste
package, and invert also
removed

* Potential activity
reduction at 1000 years
- 7x, due to strong
retardation of Am-241,
Cs-1 37, Sr-90

Saturated Zone Flow and Transport
SE01-174nm6.gsm; Swif LTRBPresentation_012803.FigS1 .JNB

1le+6 - T ' ! I

1 e+-

E 1e-1 -r.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . ... .. .- ... . .. .... .. ....
1e -24-....................... -............. ................ ........... ...........

1 e+3 -
~1e+2-

1 le+1 _ _ _ _

1 le+0

1 e-2 - S nu
-SZ output

l e-3
0 5000 10000 15000 20000

Time (years)

Extracted results show mean performance from 300 realizations. Source: calculations
performed for ANL-WIS-PA-000004 Rev. 00 ICN 00, figure 7-13 (one-on analysis case 13).
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Saturated Zone

Example Barrier Capability Description
, (Continued)

Saturated Zone Flow and Transport: 9Tc
-E~ II4m6r- -uit -R -rr.-io -- Pa Fi T1 .N1 e+6

1 e+5

> 1e+4

°- 1e+3

8' 1e+2

c 1e+1

0 e+0

l 1e-1

1 e-2

1 e-3

1 e+6
1 e+5

r 1e+4
: 1e+3

'- 1e+2

_ 1e+1
1t 1e+0

< 1e-1
0 1e-2

1 1e-3
1 e-4
1e-5

........................... .................. ............ .................... ........ ................ .

......................................... .......... ....................................

............. .......................... ............................... . . .........

.......................................... ....................... .................... .......................................... ...........

....................... ................ ............... ............... ........... .....

..................... ........... . ........... ................ ............. - - ..........

............................... .............. .. .... ............... .......... SZ input
SZ Outpu

. . . . IJ

0 5000 10000 15000 20000

* Capability: reduce the rate of
radionuclide movement

* Comparisons of Tc-99 (upper
plot) and Np-237 (lower plot)
activity entering and exiting the
saturated zone
- Results shown with the

unsaturated zone removed
- For comparison with unsaturated

zone results in previous example,
seepage effects, drip shield, waste
package, and invert also removed

- Increase in Np-237 due to
Am-241 decay, ingrowth

Timo (kiorarcl

Saturated Zone Flow and Transport: 237Np
. rSEO 171

Z"
6

. j t T 'H pRB mrw'r e ota O i- JNR

. . . . ...... ... ...... ... .. .. ... .. ..

-Z Zoutput

. ........................I....... .... ......................................... ........................................... .........................................
. ..........................I........................... .............................................. ............. ................ ............. .............

...................... ................................................................ .. ......I. .......... ............. ......

. H ........ ....... ....................... ............. ......... . .. . ...... . ...........
f ... : . . ........

, , , hy ir~n ilNp2;t7 04t of 1e SZi er Ihe EBS is 0tu tq irqhtp NatIl m4

0 5000 10000 15000 20000

Time (years)

Extracted results show mean performance from 300 realizations. Source: calculations performed for ANL-WIS-
PA-000004 Rev. 00 ICN 00. fiaure 7-13 (one-on analvsis case 13R.
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Explanation of Np-237 flux from Waste
Package to Invert at
Np-237 activity flux from waste package to invert

SE_167nm6.gsmr; SEOt-167nm6OBackwards.-Dlffusion-Analysis.JNB

, 31e-7 - T- - m. I I

'PreliminaryAnalysis-

a)
s 2e-7 -

con \ e-7 -
a)

a)
a)
c~) -l e-7
L) - 95th Percentile
(, -2e-7 - Mean .. .....................

-Median

.4-'U) - 5th Percentile
co -3e-7- _______ ___

¢ 0 500 1000 1500 2000

Time (years)

1 000-2000 yr

* All transport in this
time period is by
diffusion along
concentration gradients

* Several realizations
show small negative
flux (movement from
invert to waste
package)
- Realization 28 examined

in more detail in
subsequent pages

* Mean flux (also shown
on slide 14 at a different
scale) is negative from
1100 years to 1750
years

Based on results of ANL-WIS-PA-000004 Rev. 00 ICN 00 ("one-on analysis" Case 12).
Detail showing 300 realizations of Np-237 activity flux from waste package to invert.

Y A M UJECT
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Explanation of Np-237 flux from Waste

Package to Invert at 1 000-2000 yr
(Continued)

Enlargement of previous figure
Np-237 activity flux from waste package to invert As shown in following

>3 3e-8 SE_167nm6.gsai; SEO01167nm63Backwards-Diffusion-Analysis.JNB pages the h avi
8PreliminaryAnalysis observed in realization

2e-8 28 is controlled by the
2 le-8 dependency of Np

c)
_ solubility limits on pH,

cc°- _ .and changes in the
,U 1calculated pH in waste

C) - 95th Percentile
| 2e-8 Mean .. .. .... package and invert.
~ -2-8 -Medan

a)- 5th Percentile 2

¢ 0 500 1000 1500 2000
Time (years)

Based on results of ANL-WIS-PA-000004 Rev. 00 ICN 00 ("one-on analysis" Case 12). Detail
showing 300 realizations of Np-237 activity flux from waste package to invert.

YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT
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Explanation of Np-237 flux from Waste
Package to Invert at ~ 1000-2000 yr

(Continued)

One-On Case 12 Model Np237 Analysis: Rlz 28
1 02 SE01_167nm6.?sm;rSEO1_167nm6 Backwards-Diffusion Analvsi&J B

- .Np237 Solubility Limit in WF
1 -1 . - Np237 Dissolved Concentration in WF

X- Np237 Solubility Limit in Invert
. |- Np237 Dissolved Concentration in Invert

0

_ 10-

0o .0-4

0 500 1000 1500 2000
Time (years)

* Np concentrations in the
waste package are at the
waste form solubility limit
throughout the time of
interest

* -Np solubility limits in the
waste form drop
precipitously at 625 years,
coincident with a rise in pH
(see next slide) caused by
the depletion of free iron in
the waste form

* Np solubility limits in invert
are unaffected, and invert
concentrations remain high
until diffusive transport in
both directions causes them
to drop

YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT
BSC Presentations"ACNW9YMSwifR03/26/03 39
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Based on results of ANL-WIS-PA-000004 Rev. 00 ICN 00 ("one-on analysis" Case 12).
Detail showing realization 28 Np-237 calculated solubility limits and concentrations In
waste form / waste package and Invert.
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Explanation of Np-237 flux from Waste

Package to Invert at ~ 1 000-2000 yr
(Continued)

One-On Case 12 Model Np237 Analysis: Rlz 28
SE01167nm6.asm: SEO1-167nm6&Sackwards-DittussonAnalysis JNB102

, 101
c,)E

10°

C:

0 r

*° IL 10 1

0D 1 o-2
0 10-
C.)
0 0-o U

-1'---- ------ ------

--Np237 Solubility Limit in WF
- - pH inside the failed waste package

. . . . .. . ;.. . . . . . . . .

* pH in the waste
package
increases from
3.38 to 7.70 at
625 years

* Np solubility
limits drop more
than four orders
of magnitude

,

3.

10-4

0 500 1000

Time (years)
1500 2000

Based on results of ANL-WIS-PA-000004 Rev. 00 ICN 00 ("one-on analysis" Case 12). D
showing realization 28 Np-237 solubility limit in waste form and pH inside the waste pa4

*etail
ckage._

YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT
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Explanation of Np-237 flux from Waste
Package to Invert at 1 000-2000 yr

(Continued)

Np solubility limits as a function of T and pH * Np solubility
limits are strongly
influenced by pH,
varying many
orders of
magnitude

* Temperature
effects are
secondary

Draft results show summary performance from 300 realizations. Source: calculations performed
for TDR-WIS-PA-000009 Rev. 01 ICN 01, figure 16.
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Evaporation, Reconstitution, and Water
Chemistry
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bjectives

* Water chemistry important for corrosion of all
EBS materials and in determining radionuclide
mobility

* Important to consider all likely chemical,
biological, and physical processes

* Physical separation processes are not being
considered

..... ...y. e a. ...n. ... .e .......s ..- ....... ........... ...... .F .r. .................................................... ...F c
Nye County Department of Natural Resources and Federal Facilities
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Evaporation

* Water generally moves during evaporation

* Minerals precipitate as water becomes concentrated

* Different minerals deposit at different locations

* Many potential situations

0 Common in arid environments

.. -- - - -.I.. . . .......- . I ..................... - - - - " , - - -,- ~ - -.~ .~ . vv ............................ C ..... . v ... A.- ..... A ............... . .......... 1. 1 -.. .
Nye County Department of Natural Resources and Federal Facilities
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Physical Separation of Precipitates

* Mouth of fracture opens into
drift
- relative humidity gradient in

fracture
- solution most concentrated at

mouth
* Vertical features on drift roof
* Radial flow from water source
* Dripping is not required for

physical separation

aI)
23

4-i
U

4-

E
C

4-

0,.:;

(a

0

(1.)

- top of drift
_- drip shield

-container
- spent fuel rods

- stalactite
surface roughness

Nye County Department of Natural Resources and Federal Facilities
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Sidewalk Example

Nye County Department of Natural Resources and Federal Facilities
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MAodel

* Simple equilibrium model
* Adequate for first look and semi-quantitative analysis

* Two endpoints:
- single cell mixing tank (no separation)

infinite series of mixing tanks (maximum possible degree of
separation)

* Reality likely to be intermediate and highly variable

* Simulation stopped at 106, 1 mg/kg concentration factor

Nye County Department of Natural Resources and Federal Facilities



Interpretation

* Aggressive versus non-aggressive anions (-5
chloride :. 1 nitrate ratio)

* Drips can be problematic during evaporation and
subsequent hydration as repository cools

* Separation in rock 'important as dust and during
pluvial periods

Nye County Department of Natural Resources and Federal Faclities
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Source Waters

* Precipitation

* Paintbrush Non-Welded Tuff (PTn) Pore Water
(above)

* Topopah Spring Welded Tuff (TSw) Pore Water
(repository)

* 50:50 mix Precipitation & Paintbrush

* What else should we try?

Nye County Department of Natural Resources and Federal FacilitiesE
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TSw, anions
agressive

100% - N

90% -

80% -

70% -

60% -

50%

40% -

30% -

20% -

10% ^

0%

dilute concentrated water source wetted area fringe

N- c county Depart.. m en t...... .......... .... Nat. u al Re o rc s an ed r l a ilt e
Nye County Department of Natural Resources and Federal Facilities
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T'SW anions

0.01
0

0 0.0001
-o
I 1E-06

1o E-08
0-

X lE-lO
0,

M 1E-12

.....I..... .... .. ............ ..........

o S04
mC1
A HCO3
x N03

0 20 40 60

Step

dilute concentrated

Nye County Department of Natural Resources and Federal Facilities
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TSw, cations
single cell

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

MCa
El Na

EI Mg

dilute concentrated
N y c C o u n t y D.p a t e . N au.a R o c a n d F e d e r l F c.l t s I I I I I I . I I I ,- II I -. .. , .. ... . ..

Nye (County Department of Natural Resources and Federal Facilities
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,n anion

single cell infinite cells
100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

dilute concentrated water source wetted area fringe
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Precipitation, anions

single cell infinite cells
100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

dilute concentrated water source wetted area fringe

N y e C o u nty D e p art m e nt o f N atu r l R es o u rce. s.1a......d.... F a F.. a. l i.... -. ie ..... I .. es.. ...... . . . .9 . ... . _ .
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Precipitation & PTn, anions

single cell infinite cells

90%

70% 80%

7060% ~ EI

50% 50% El N03

40% 40% E l S04
0%30% ~ ~C I

020

0%.0%

dilute concentrated water source wetted area fringe

Nye (County Departmentof Natural Resources and Federal Facilities
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Relative Humidity (timing

* Natural breathing of mountain not fully considered

* Construction increases air permeability

* "Conservative" models predict high relative humidity

* Climate could be dryer than anticipated

* What is conservative? Are high infiltration and high
relative humidity always conservative?

no, alternating wet and dry is more problematic
- ignoring dryer repository scenarios is non conservative

* Evaporation period likely to last well beyond current
projections

Nye County Department of Natural Resources and Federal Facilities
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DOE Nitrate Assumption versus Data
from W/ells

.1 -1.1 ..... ...... ...-...... ... .... ......- ........... .11 .... .. ... ....I. ........ 1.1.1- .... ....... .........I...... --.- ........ ..... .... 11.1 ---I. .....I.. ........ .......................... .............. ........ ......
160 -

140-
1 4 0. ............_._.____..........___ .......... .... .f.............I ..,.... _..,. ... ....,......

1 2 0 ...... ......._.........

E- 100 -. _ . ..
0-

8 6-0- -----

Z 40 .......

20- i--- - - .-
measured concentrations

0 -

0 10 20 30 40

Chloride, ppm

-- Precip

m Group 1

Group 2

G Group 3

X Other

...... . ... .... .... ......... -.- ........ ... .. ..... ... ..... ........... -.- .................. .................................................................... ................. .... .. ....
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Conclusions

* Physical separation is not "likely" it is certain to occur
* Produces wide range of anticipated water chemistry
* Potentially aggressive environments for Titanium, Alloy-

22, cladding, alteration, solubility
* High spatial and temporal variability
* Extends indefinitely in time
* This work only examines a subset of total anticipated

variability in water chemistry: biological as well as other
chemical processes will also be important

Nye County Department of Natural Resources and Federal Facilities
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Prec~ipi-ataation, anions
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Precipitation & Pyin, anions
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Precipitation & PTn, cations
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When Realism is and is
Not Needed in TSPAs

John Kessler

Manager, HLW and Spent Fuel
Management Program

EPRI, Inc.

Presented to the ACNW, 26 March 2003 r- -k- -�CE:I=011
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Outline

* Why realism is useful

* Why full realism is not always necessary

* How much realism is needed for a TSPA used for Yucca
Mountain licensing purposes?

- Process by which improved realism can be achieved

(

hiiae Z - Kessler ACINVV, 26 March 0UU03
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TSPA Regulatory Requirements

* 1 0 CFR 63.2 on what a TSPA should do
- Identify FEPs and sequences of events (over 10,000

years) and their probabilities of occurrence
- Examine the effects of the above on "performance"
- Probability-weighted dose estimates (plus uncertainties)

to the RMEI

* Identification and defense of multiple barriers

* Main regulatory requirement: reasonable expectation of
compliance with individual dose limits and MCLs
- Different from "reasonable assurance"
- Conservative approaches OK as long as there is still

compliance

Q _ - - I--- AfP'NilAI OnR A---. onAQ eC21i;_J,0IIUIU Q - rtibbit~i /MNjI'VV, 4O IVIdiluf efuUv
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TSPA as a Tool for Management and
Understanding

* Evaluate existing knowledge
- Develop uncertainties/variabilities

* Provide estimate of range of possible behavior

* Best if uncertainties/variabilities are not biased

* Identify which parts of the system (FEPs) "matter"

- Le., "significant" change in the probability-weighted dose
("dose risk") estimates
* BSC used ±1 millirem per year ("Risk Prioritization..."

report) - seems reasonable

- Use to develop candidate barriers

* If the barrier (or FEP) "matters" and the uncertainty is
high, then it should be the focus of attention

CE011(
Slide 4 - Kessler ACNW, 26 March 2003
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Counter Uncertainties with Conservatism
(i.e., Pessimistic Assumptions)?

* Advantages
- Often easier to defend - especially during licensing

* Is sufficiently robust for the adjudicatory process

- Serves to provide boundaries for license conditions
* Connection to Performance Confirmation

* Pitfall
- May distort which part(s) of the system "matter"

* Will distort the relative importance of individual parts
(barriers)

* Example on next few viewgraphs: effects of
conservative approach to near-field diffusion

.. .21 l
Slide 5 - Kessler ACNW, 26 March 2003
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Conservative (Pessimistic) Example: Diffusive
Release Model in EPRI's IMARC-7 TSPA Code

Background
- Few containers expected to be actively dripped on

* Limits release due to advection

- Most containers will eventually be in humid air conditions
* Thin films of water coating exposed surfaces a possibility
* Facilitates release due to diffusion

EPRI's (current) pessimistic assumptions about diffusive
release
- Excellent contact between all EBS regions (spent fuel,

cladding, container interior walls, invert, surrounding rock
* Reality: poorer contact

- Multiple continuous water pathways through EBS
* Reality: more limited continuous pathways L

& S AI I -- 2--Ci1:W ISiide f - Kessler AuNWV, /t Iviarcn 2U00-
- ------ - .
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Single "Failed" Container Advective and
Diffusive Release from EBS
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__.i|l_
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| 1-129Advedion Np-237Advection - 1-129Diffislon Np-237Diffuion

rJ"I2Ia
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Repository-Wide 1-129 Advective and
Diffusive Release from the EBS

1-129 Advective I Diffusive Repository-wide Release over Time
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Repository-Wide Np-237 Advective and
Diffusive Release from the EBS

Np-237 Advective I Diffusive Repository-wide Release over Time
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EPRI Base Case Dose Risk Result ("Normal"
Release Scenario)

103

Pa

CTCt)
0

As

To

102

101

100

10-1

10-2

10-3

10-4

10-5

10-6

106

Time (years)

Peak 10,000-year dose risk: 10-3 mrem/yr (104 times lower than Part 63- limit)
10,000-year estimate strongly affected by conservative diffusion model!
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Overestimating I/Tc Release Affects Relative
Importance of the UZ/SZ
Example: Radionuclide Travel Times in UZ/SZ

Concentration at the 18 km Accessible Environment
assuming a 1,000 year I Molelm3 Spike beginning at year 1,000 and Moderate Infiltration
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X 1.00E-05
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1 .OOE-0l7

11.OOE-08 ;-
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1 .0E406

Pu below 10-8 M IeeI r- )
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Summary of UZ/SZ Travel Times

UZ below repository: 1200 to 3000 years
- Radioelement- and infiltration rate-dependent

* I/Tc (diffusive release-dominated): lower end of the range
* Np/Pu (advective release-dominated): higher end

* SZ: 500 to >>9000 years
- Radioelement- and discharge rate-dependent

* I/Tc (diffusive release-dominated): lower end of the range
* Np/Pu (advective release-dominated): higher end

* Conclusion: better relative UZ/SZ performance would
be shown if a more realistic diffusive release model
were used

10n U A /"KIIrAl AI nD IR/--rLh Antise~lbC.'I -Ij
OIlutj I: - rMtiIluI Mumvv, eo IvicrcuI auUo
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Relevance of Pessimistic Approaches

* YMP is not fundamentally a research project
- Purpose is not to know everything about everything

* Purpose is to provide "reasonable expectation" the Yucca
Mountain system will protect human health

1-P, --- A- -AoK-1AI n AMA- ' . 1= 0�.! -1 - -

Side if - Kessler AMIVV, Zb March 2UU3
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OK to Leave High Uncertainty (or Replace
with Pessimistic Assumptions) if:

* It doesn't "matter" to overall performance
- Corollary: we need to be confident ("reasonable

expectation") that we know some parts do NOT matter

* Compliance can be demonstrated anyway (use of margin)
- Replacement with a more realistic model would only

result in more margin (EPRI diffusion example)
- Additional work could be done to increase confidence if

desired
* Performance Confirmation
* Analogue studies

- Pessimism can be replaced with more realism at the
time when more confidence is required (perhaps at a
later stage of repository development)

xI 2 AE Ao I i A -
Siide 14 - Kessler AuIOV, /t Marcn 0Uu0
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Conclusion:
its Place

Pessimism (Conservatism) has

* Realism is important for management purposes
- Identifies what is "important" without bias
- Use to focus resources

* Some pessimistic approaches will need to be built into the
TSPA model for licensing purposes
- To establish robustness for the adjudicatory process
- To provide boundaries for license conditions
- To provide "reasonable expectation" level of

confidence on compliance with regulations

(- V--NIE I raSlide 15 - Kessler ACNW, 26 March 2003
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Clark County Comments

What is our concern, and why are we
still concerned.

Temperature

Coupled Processes

Corrosion
1



ACNW Guidance

Letter to Chairman Meserve:

August 13, 2001

Recommendation 1

The staff should continue to explore the chemical
issues associated with major repository design

changes such as a "hot" versus "cold" repository

or the use of backfill.

2
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DOE White Paper on
Thermal Operating Modes (2/02) -

Uncertainty in total dose is larger than the difference

between operating modes
. At the total system level the difference

and LTOM is not significant.
between HTOM

3



NWTRB Concerns

* Current analyses may indicate that
temperature does not affect repository
performance and levels of uncertainty or
that current TSPA models are not
sufficiently sensitive to capture the
differences between higher and lower
temperature operating modes (Cohon 2001)

4
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Concerns Persist

* DOE has selected the HTOM option for
their repository design, to be carried
forward to LA.

* DOE is still using concentrated J- 13 water
for the seepage brines. (TRB 1/28/03)

5



I n-Drift Environment - Temperatu-re
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Epistemic Issues
Coupled Processes

- '"I think the process is still at an early stage"
(12/18/02)

* Beyond our understanding of the
mechanisms at this time (7125/02)

7



State of Nevada Presentation

* Made to the Board on Radioactive-Waste-
Management (12/12/02)

* Continued evaporations of concentrated and
aqueous UZ pore water solutions produce
acidic environments.

* Similar evaporations of J- 13 well water
produce generally alkaline environments.

8
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Water- Chemistry
in the Near Field

* Influence of dust

* Contribution from vadose zone water, pore-
water, and rock chemistry.

* Construction water

9



Dust Chemistry

* Mean major and minor element
compositions <60 mesh

* Mean major and minor element
compositions of 10 size classified dust
samples

* Water soluble components in dust samples

* Mean trace element compositon

10
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Table 1-Mean major- and minor-element compositions of <60-mesh dust samples collected in 2001

from the Exploratory Studies Facility, Yucca Mountain, Nevada.

<60-mesh bulk analysis, <60-mesh soluble ions,

Mean I Stdev Mean Stdev

Weight percent Micrograms/gram

SiO2  69.09 3.25 Ca 607 - 258

A1203  11.84 0.55 Mg 34.2 21.9

FeO 3.30 1.73 K 204 87

Fe 203  1.16 0.52 Na 363 98

MgO 0.32 0.13 Si 81.7 49.2

CaO 1.83 1.17 Cl 181 56

Na2O 3.25 0.11 Br 29 15

K20 4.37 0.21 F 15 9

TiO2  0.16 0.04 NO3  418 351

P205  0.09 0.03 S04 816 472

MnO 0.11 0.02 P0 4  20 24

Br 0.0049 0.0022 As 0.096 0.036

Cl 0.1185 0.0397 Pb 0.0012 0.0007

F 0.0739 0.0433

S 0.05 0.04

C0 2  0.21 0.17

C organic 1.46 0.63

H20- 0.45 0.23

H'O+ 2.53 0.86

SUM 99.99 0.80

I I



Table 2- Mean major- and minor- element compositions in weight percent of 10 size-claesified dust samples
collected in 2002 from the Exploratory Studies Facility, Yucca Mountain, Nevada. The mean composition of the
rhyolite member (Tptp) of the Topopah Spring Tuff6 is shown for comparison. Dashes (---) indicate that element
was not analyzed.

60- to 200-mesh 200- to 325-mesh <325 mesh Tptp

Mean Stdev Mean Stdev Mean Stdev Mean Stdev

SiO2  71.02 2.54 68.53 2.57 67.92 2.19 76.29 - 0.32

A1203  12.71 1.25 12.45 1.00 12.22 0.59 12.55 0.14

FeO 0.97 0.85 1.80 1.24 2.52 - 0.85 0.13 0.05

Fe203  1.22 0.51 1.16 0.63 0.93 0.44 0.97 - 0.07

MgO 0.27 0.21 0.39 0.23 0.38 0.21 0.12 0.02

CaO 1.32 0.57 1.85 0.65 2.26 0.65 0.50 0.03

Na2O 3.40 0.52 3.25 0.47 3.18 0.38 3.52 0.11

K20 4.63 0.54 4.39 0.38 4.34 0.29 4.83 0.06

TiO2  0.21 0.10 0.22 0.10 0.19 0.06 0.11 0.00

P205  0.09 0.16 0.25 0.54 0.16 0.27 <0.05

MnO 0.10 0.02 0.10 0.02 0.10 0.01 - 0.07 0.01

Br 0.0024 0.0021 0.0037 0.0028 0.0040 0.0018 -- -

Cl 0.0815 0.0503 0.1243 0.0713 0.1507 0.0610 0.0167 0.0041

F 0.1099 0.1103 0.1595 0.2077 0.1194 0.0813 0.0383 0.0080

S 0.04 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.09 0.05 - <0.05

Co2  0.40 0.39 0.59 0.37 0.91 0.36 0.01 0.00

C (organic) 0.43 0.31 0.85 0.52 1.36 0.64 -,

H20- 0.42 0.27 0.49 0.30 0.55 0.28 0.24 0.07

H20+ 2.09 1.27 2.99 1.29 2.69 0.78 0.40. - 0.09

SUM 99.48 0.42 99.45 0.99 100.05 0.52 - 99.79

IL
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Table 3-Mean compositions in micrograms/gram of water-soluble components of size classified dust samples collected

in 2002 from the Exploratory Studies Facility, Yucca Mountain, Nevada

60- to 200-mesh 200- to 325-mesh <352-mesh

Mean Stdev Mean Stdev Mean Stdev

Ca 380 275 686 389 1079 541

Mg 37 17 45 17 68 32

K 231 67 237 95 273 76

Na 215 77 311 166 402 170

Si 114 69 105 82 117 57

Cl 102 29 171 97 209 93

Br 8 5 16 15 13 9

F 13 6 10 9 3 6

NO3  184 77 358 169 645 489

S0 4  402 215 732 383 984 350

P04  28 52 12.1 6.2 13.0 4.9

Pb 0.0027 0.0012 0.0031 0.0013 0.0019 0.0006

As 0.051 0.025 0.056 0.040 0.073 0.040



Table 4-Mean trace-element composition in micrograms/grams of size classified dust
samples collected in 2002 from the Exploratory Studies Facility, Yucca Mountain,
Nevada. The mean trace-element composition of the rhyolite member (Totptof the
Topopah Spring Tuff 9 is shown for comparison.

60- to 200-mesh 200- to 325-mesh <325 mesh Tptp

Mean Stdev Mean Stdev Mean Stdev Mean Stdev

As 7.200 5.820 7.610 2.930 8.840 1.750 5.220 1.810

Ba 382.000 563.000 428.000 470.000 326.000 232.000 51.000 14.000

Be 4.030 1.040 3.880 0.680 3.780 0.540 3.410 0.150

Bi 0.220 0.200 0.190 0.130 0.260 0.210 0.060 0.040

Cd 1.846 2.907 0.769 0.703 0.694 0.220 0.066 0.034

Co 1.900 1.030 3.250 1.490 4.140 1.410 0.230 -0.060

Cr 43.100 20.300 58.900 24.600 81.900 18.20 9.290 3.590

Cs 4.820 2.630 4.990 2.380 5.000 1.520 4.250 0.350

Ga 20.600 1.900 20.000 1.700 19.900 1.500 15.700 0.600

Li 32.500 9.900 39.700 9.600 45.700 7.900 26.500 9.000

Mo 8.500 5.200 11.800 6.700 13.400 4.800 2.400 1.000

Ni 17.200 9.200 29.900 12.500 42.300 8.600 1.400 0.400

Pb 34.400 8.600 34.500 5.200 33.700 1.900 26.900 1.300

Rb 171.000 42.000 172.000 27.000 180.00 17.000 185.000 13.00

Sb 2.250 1.780 3.740 2.830 3.520 1.430 0.320 0.060

Sc 3.360 1.500 3.910 1.830 3.900 1.620 2.390 0.110

SR 92.500 76.000 143.300 100.500 136.500 71.500 26.500 3.300

Th 19.500 5.200 21.100 3.600 22.300 2.200 25.700 2.100

TI 1.060 0.300 1.250 0.440 1.320 0.430 1.120 0.2100

U 3.480 1.330 3.530 0.920 3.570 0.600 3.920 0.400

V 8.130 4.760 13.230 11.790 12.290 10.460 0.070 0.610

Y 49.400 29.000 49.00 10.400 52.400 5.900 29.900 3.400

Zn 189.000 110.000 294.000 162.000 365.00 189.000 36.000 5.000

La 45.200 27.400 60.800 35.800 58.900 25.200 41.800 5.700

Ce 89.800 46.000 118.100 56.600 122.700 41.800 76.500 8.700

Pr 9.580 4.440 11.560 5.000 11.530 3.640 9.990 1.070

Nd 35.500 15.800 42.200 17.200 42.300 12.500 33.020 3.340

Sm 6.910 2.390 7.540 1.490 7.650 1.120 6.820 0.530

Eu 0.720 0.660 0.900 0.680 0.840 0.460 0.320 0.030

Tb 1.050 0.420 1.070 0.150 1.120 0.100 1.190 0.110

Gd 6.200 2.440 6.450 0.830 6.700 0.670 7.050 0.550

Dy 6.840 2.710 6.860 1.100 7.230 0.680 6.910 0.510

Ho 1.420 0.580 1.410 0.240 1.480 0.150 1.480 0.110

Er 3.920 1.540 3.930 0.670 4.120 0.430 5.020 0.390

Tm 0.580 0.200 0.590 0.100 0.620 0.060 0.870 0.070

Yb 3.380 1.070 3.490 0.530 3.640 0. 340 4.160 0.320

14
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Conclusions

* Fully coupled THC processes may be- -
impossible to model at the present time

* Chemical environments on the waste
package are likely to be extremely complex

* Predicting long term corrosion of Alloy 22
using J-13 based solutions is probably not
realistic

15
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Yucca Mt. Water Types

I.rearicpi ::at. .::..- (rain a ria 051cc;)
dilute: Ca - HCO3
(N03 similar to S04 and Cl)

2. F:-acr-. re ' .or HzcGeose. wat-.er
3 shallow samples: Ca-Na-HCO3 to Na-HCO3
Composition is generally unknown

3 Matr-ix A pori -water in Vaido s 'one
shallow (above Repository Level): Ca - S04 + Cl
deep (below Repository Level): Na - HCO3

Heated mixtures can evolve
Mixtures of most types (except GW & perched)
(from concentrated solutions to dilute condensates)

I -M~sss-sI.Sfll

In - Drift Processes
* Dripping / flowing vadose waters from fractures
* Temperature & Rel. Humidity variations
* Dust & Evaporative salt build-up on EBS surfaces
* Rockfall
* Radiolysis
* Corrosion
* Other man-made materials (corrosion products)
* Acid Volatilization
* Hydrolysis of Salts

|o ACdOdN V .1:S CMII$5:bl, |

Acid Volatilization

- HNO3, HCI, & HF vaporize from thermally
evaporated solutions

* S04 = in residual solution precipitates as Sulfates

. Residual solutions lose "beneficial" inhibitors

* Residual solutions and condensates become
acidic with thermal evaporative concentration

Hydrolysis of Salts
* Hydrated salts form from thermal evaporation of
dripping vadose water:

Examples: tachyhydrite (CaMg 2CI6.12H 20)
sinjarite (CaCI 2.2H 20)

* Deliquescence of salts causes accumulation of liquid
on canisters
* Salts are hygroscopic, absorb moisture from drift
atmosphere, and form acid solutions
* Brines are highly viscous and have low vapor
pressure
e During hydrolysis: HNO3 vapor given off

1



C-22 Disk E34 in Wet Residual Paste at 144 0C for 29 days

Initial solution: 12L of
1243X UZ pore water

Paste pH = 2.21

Gen. Corrosion Rate =
678 microns / y
(29.5 y for hole to
develop in 2 cm
thickness of C-22)

1 cm by 0.5 cm slab exposed intermittently to a clear
Condensate liquid of pH = -0.48

General corrosion rate = 938 microns/y (21 y to penetrate 2 cm thickness)

In-Drift Processes
0 IA 3,3 -GMI .SC.1' \ 6

Conclusions
* Vadose (fracture and pore) waters occur at and above
repository level. (No groundwater)

* In-drift processes are more complicated than thus far
admitted (by DOE).

* Corrosion rates are significantly higher for evaporating
solutions and their condensates (0.1-1.0 mmly, up to 10).

* Sub-boiling, immersion testing of EBS materials in
groundwater is BOTH unrealistic and non-conservative.

* Vadose Zone is NOT a good environment for a
Repository?A

Cross Section of Emplacement Drifts

Back Up Slides

For
D. Shettel
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Yucca- M t0 . atrC.. poitons h7 ekqL

How Dry is the Repository?
There are 81 L of pore water per m

3 
in Topopah Spring tuff

(TS tuff is -300 m thick)
* 24,300 L of pore water in each I m

2 
column of tuff

* Current Percolation Flux: avg. 5 mM! y/m
2

This is equivalent to 5 L/y/m
2

Spatial variability: 0-60 mM/y/m
2

,

Equivalent to 0 to 60 L/y/m
2 

over repository.

* Long Term Average Percolation Flux (last 1-10k Years)
Avg. 6 mniy/m

2
, OR 6 L/y/m

2

Range: 2-20 mmly/m
2
, OR 2 to 20 L/y/m

2
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Distillation / Reflux Experiments
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Distillation of UZ Pore Water
7
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Volume Fraction Distilled

Distillation of Components of
UZ Pore Water
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t 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Volume Fraction Distilled

Distillation I Reflux Experiments
Original Sample Temp Corrosion

Metal Solution Environment pH C Rate

C-22 62xPore Residual Paste 2.63 144 134

C-22 (#21) 1243xPore Clear residual 0.22 144 10,943
solution

C-22 (#21) 1243xPore Soxhlet Cup 0.18 78 14

C-22 (#34) 1243xPore Residual Paste 2.21 144 678

C-22 (#34) 1243xPore Embedded in 2.21 144 30
Residual solid

C-22 (#34) 1243xPore Soxhlet Cup .0.48 77 938

NOTES: 22-29 day tesos. Corrosion rate based on meight loss. in micronlyear.
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Corrosion of Alloy 22 in
Condensates

Original Condensate Measured Test Corrosion
Solution Type pH Temp.°C Rate
62x Pore Next-to-Last 3OmL 1.62 130 15
62x Pore Final 30 mL 0.59 130 406
1243x Pore Next-to-Last 30mL 0.02 90 52
1243x Pore Final 30 mL -0.54 90 603

NOTnS: 30 day immersion tests.
Corrosion rate based on seight loss, in microns/year.

Distillation / Reflux Experiments

Metal Original Sample H Temp Corrosion
Solution environment _P `C rate

t

Ti-7 1243xPore Residual Solution 1.60 144 969

Ti-7 1243xPore Residual Solid 1.6 144 36

T-7 1243xpore Soxhlet cup -0.88 78 114

(Microns/year)

Ti-7 In Residual solution

Importance of Solids
Solids that precipitate during distillations, including halite (NaCI),
tachyhydrite (CaMgaCI-12H.O), and basic Mg oxy salts, are porous and
heterogeneous. When allowed to deliquesce as a paste, may become
aggressive as well.

Sample ot C-22
embedded in a moist
paste ot residual solids
from a distillation of
1243x Pore Water
showed signs of
tarnishing after 8 weeks
at room temperature.

In-Drift Processes

0 Rock

Rock Dusl and / F
,s/ .Fall ESalt Depotiits - /

i/ * Dn / \ /Dnprnssiw~sin\
5"'~~~~~~Shie~ld -:\ ovn~rt~ a6

Pate
t t ) ~~Sets ( g j

\ v -- ~~Pedestal -. .. v>

Invert-" D

Cross Section of Emplacement Drifts
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Yucca Mt. Water Compositions

Cation Ternary of Piper Diagram
Q0

* Precip.

* UZ water (-N2)

A Groundwater at UZ- 16

Perched

LI UZ pore water > R.L.

I UZ pore water < R.L.

V ECRB pore waters

* J-13

X UZ pore water (RGK)

R. L. = Repository Level
RGK = Rosenburg, Gdowski, & Knauss

Data from:
Harrar et al., (1990)

N, Peterman & Marshall (2002)
0 Sonnenthal et al. (1998)
0 Shettel (unpublished)

Yang et al. (1996, 1998)

0

4 Ca

ACNW 3/26/03 - GMI: Shettel



Yucca Mt. Water Compositions (% eqIL)

Anion Ternary of Piper Diagram

* Precip.

* UZ water (-N2)

A Groundwater at UZ-16

Perched

[1 UZ pore water > R.L.

::: UZ pore water < R.L.

V ECRB pore waters

* J-13

X UZ pore water (RGK)

R.L. = Repository Level
RGK = Rosenberg, Gdowski, & Knauss, '01

Data from:
Harrar et al., (1990)

Peterman & Marshall(2002)
Sonnenthal et al. (1998)

Shettel (unpublished)
Yang et al. (1996, 1998)

0
a

HCO3 + C03

I ACNW 3/26/03 - GMII: Shettel I



Understanding Performance
Assessment Results

14wP Meeting of
Advnsory Committee on Nuudear Waste

Match 26, 2003

Tim McCartin 301-415-7285 bm3Snrc.ov
Divrision of Waste Management

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Main Contributors: Sitaanta Mohanty and Gordon Wittmeyer (CNWRA)
Hans ArIt, Richard Codell and Dave Esh (NRC)

OUTLINE

* Current Results

* Performance Attributes and Analyses

* Summary
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Current Performance Assessments
(nominal performance)

n Dose within 10,000 years influenced by
very mobile nuclides (i.e., I-129, Tc-99)

* Dose beyond 10,000 years influenced by
Np-237 (somewhat mobile)

* What about the rest of the waste
inventory?

3

Inventory Perspective
(based on inventory at 1,000 years)
Nuclide Half-Life Inventory Dose

(years) at 1000 yrs Conv. Factor
(by Curies) (rem/yr per Cf/M 3 )

Tc 99 2.1 x 105  0.7% 1.2 x103

I 129 1.6 x 107 0.002% 2.3 x 105
Np 237 2.1x 106  0.06% 3.7 x106

Am 241 430 54% 3.1 x 106

Pu 240 6,500 25% 3.0 x 106

4



Understanding
Repository Performance

* What "does" and "does not" cause potential
exposures and why

* Performance assessment results are complex
- nuclide specific behavior
- temperature dependence (causing

temporal sensitivity)
- "masking" effects

5

Current Approach

* Probe specific attributes of repository system
- sensitivities within each attribute
- relationships between different attributes

* Identify potential performance indicators

* Provide perspective to understand and interpret
performance assessment results

6



Attributes of Repository System

* Waste Package
* Water Flow into
* Waste Form

Waste Package

* Unsaturated Zone Transport
* Saturated Zone Transport

7

Performance Indicators

* Waste Package Lifetime

* Water Flow into Waste Package and Waste Form
- number of waste packages needed to

release 15 mrem/yr at drift wall
(assumes no geologic delay)

* Unsaturated and Saturated Zone Transport
- time for initial release into a zone to exit

8



Waste Package

* Initial Component (no releases until the
waste package is breached)

* Waste package performance is
straightforward to explain and understand
(e.g., breached or not breached) despite
complexities in technical basis

9

Water Flow into Waste Package
Performance Sensitivities

* Solubility Limits
- Tc 99 (99 kg/M3 )
- I 129 (129 kg/M3)
- Np 237 (1.2 x 10-3 to 2.4 x 10-1 kg/M3)
- Am 241 (2.4 x 10-8 to 2.4 x 104 kg/M3)
- Pu 240 (2.4 x 10-6 to 2.4 x 104 kg/M3)

* Deep Percolation (initial rate of 4 to 13 mm/year)

* Flow Diversion or Enhancement (2.4 x 10-4 to 8)

10



Water Flow into Waste Package
So/ubi/ity Limit Sensitivity

[packages needed to release 15 mrem/yr at drift wall - no geologic delay]

Nuclide WP breach at 5,000 yrs WP breach at 1,000 yrs
Low Sol. High Sol. Low Sol. High Sol.

Tc 99 >7,000 >7,000 4,150 4,150

I 129 >7,000 >7,000 >7,000 >7,000

Np 237 3,200 260 3,000 110

Am 241 >7,000 110 >7,000 6

Pu 240 2,600 45 2,600 45
11

Water Flow into Waste Package
Water Influx Sensitivity

[packages needed to release 15 mrem/yr at drift wall - no geologic delay]

Nuclide WP breach at 5,000 yrs WP breach at 1,000 yrs
Low Flow High Flow Low Flow High Flow

TC 99 >7,000 >7,000 >7,000 3,100

I 129 >7,000 >7,000 >7,000 6,700

Np 237 >7,000 120 >7,000 40

Am 241 >7,000 65 >7,000 1

Pu 240 >7,000 2 >7,000 1

12



Waste Form
Performance Sensitivities

* Dissolution rate of spent fuel
- pre-exponential term

1.2 x (103 to 106) mg/m2d
- surface area (particle radius)

0.7 to 3.0 mm

* Temperature dependence (link to failure time of
waste package)

13

Waste Form
Release Rate Sensitivity

[packages needed to release 15 mrem/yr at drift wall - no geologic delay]

Nuclide WP breach at 5,000 yrs WP breach at 1,000 yrs
Low Rate High Rate Low Rate High Rate

Tc 99 >7,000 780 >7,000 230

I 129 >7,000 1,700 >7,000 490

Np 237 >7,000 95 >7,000 130

Am 241 >7,000 15 25 8

Pu 240 220 55 160 55

14
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Unsaturated Zone
Performance Sensitivities

* Retardation in Calico Hills vitric unit
- Tc99(Rf=1)
- I 129 (Rf= 1)
- Np 237 (Rf =16 to 135)
- Am 241 (Rf= 8 x 106 to 3 x 108)
- Pu 240 (Rf = 1.7 x 103 to 1.4 x 104)

* Spatial extent of Calico Hills vitric unit below repository
- approximately 50% of footprint
- average thickness of 30 meters

15

Unsaturated Zone
Retardation Sensitivity (CHnv)

[years for initial release into Unsat zone to exit Unsat zone]

Nuclide Rf (low) Rf (high)

TC 99 450 450

I 129 450 450

Np 237 9,000 60,000

Am 241 >100K >100K

Pu 240 >100K >100K

16



Saturated Zone
Performance Sensitivities

* Retardation in alluvium
- Tc 99 (Rf = 1)
- I 129 (Rf = 1)
- Np 237 (Rf= 1 to 3900)
- Am 241 (Rf= 7 x 104 to 7 x 107)
- Pu 240 (Rf =420 to 3.9 x 105)

* Extent of alluvium (1- 5 km)

* Matrix diffusion
- "effective" fraction of matrix (0.01 to 0.10)

17

Saturated Zone
Retardation Sensitivity

[years for initial release into Sat zone to exit Sat zone]

Nuclide Alluv(lkm) AIluv(1 km) Alluv (5km) Alluv(5km)
Rf (low) Rf (high) Rf (low) Rf (high)

Tc 99 350 350 550 550

I 129 350 350 550 550

Np 237 950 76,000 1,050 >100K

Am 241 >100K >100K >100K >100K

Pu 240 54,000 > 100K > 100K > 100K
18
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Saturated Zone
Retardation Sensitivity (with Mat Diff.)

[years for initial release into Sat zone to exit Sat zone]

Nuclide Aliuv(lkm) Alluv(lkm) Alluv(5km)
Rf (low) Rf (low) Rf (high)
Mat Diff (low) Mat Dif (high) Mat Dif (high)

Tc 99 300 600 700

I 129 300 600 700

Np 237 700 1,800 >100K

Am 241 >100K >100K >100K

Pu 240 45,000 >100K >100K
19

Summary

* Water flow into waste package
- solubility limit and water flow important for

Np 237
- large number WP failures needed for I129

and Tc99 to be important (limited inventory)

* Waste form
- degradation rate important
- limited sensitivity to temperature (assuming

minimum WP lifetime of 1,000 years)

20
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Summary (cont.)

* Unsaturated zone
- Calico Hills vitric unit important for

nuclides that are sorbed (e.g., Np237)

* Saturated zone
- Np237 sensitive to variation in retardation
- limited sensitivity to matrix diffusion
- limited sensitivity to extent of alluvium

(assuming a minimum of 1 km)

21

Next Steps

* Understanding "system" performance will assist
staff prioritization efforts

* Flexibility in selection of analysis method (and
use of diverse methods) necessary because of
system complexity, long time frames, and
uncertainties

* Each analysis provides specific information
and/or answers a specific question

* Continue to examine data based on insights

22
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CP of Alloy 22 in CaCI 2 Brines (No Nitrate)
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CP of Alloy 22 in CaCI 2 Brines
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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Background and Role of NRC's Total-
System Performance Assessment Capability

Andrew C. Campbell

Section Leader
- -Performance-msres-sme-ntand-lntegration

Division of Waste Management

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

301-415-6897

acc@nrc.gov

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

NRC's ROLE
Pre-licensing Activities
- Developing staff review capabilities
- Understanding important features, events, and

processes
- Understanding Barriers
- Interactions with DOE
- Identifying information necessary to review a license

application (agreements)

Reviewving DOE license application

2
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ii United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission |

Historical Background

* Integrated performance assessment (IPA) modeling
. , activities

* Development of Total-system Performance Assessment
(TPA) code

* Interactions with DOE on TSPA

* Development of Key Techmcal Issue (KTI) framework

3I
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VIPf United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Role of NRC's TPA Code
* Independent review capability

- Evaluate DOE's TSPA
*; - Understand and evaluate DOE's models, assumptions,

- and data
Flexibility to evaluate completeness of DOE modeling
approaches

* Enhance staff understanding
- Identify key elements of repository system
- Provide risk insights to help establish priorities
- Integration of Evaluations of sub-system performance

4
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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Applications of TPA code

* Confirmatory analyses of DOE modeling approach and
results

* Simplified calculations to support system performance
analyses

* Uncertainty and sensitivity analyses
- Identify uncertainties important to performance
- Test relative importance of parameters, alternative

conceptual models, and key assumptions
* Integration of processes and models into a comprehensive

understanding of repository system
* Identify uncertainties in abstraction process
* Understanding importance of certain scenarios

5
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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Key Aspects of Estimating Nominal Performance

* Infiltration

* Near field

- Engineered Barrier Degradation

- Source Term

* Radionuclide Transport Through Geosphere

- Unsaturated zone
- Saturated zone

* Biosphere and Dose

6
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XJ United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Confidence Building for Performance Assessment

* Peer review of TPA 3.2

a- - -Areas evaluated

>sk - Key recommendations

Em - Staff follow-up

lePiea tioa in g Of-T4f4 -5-
- Purpose

- Approach

7

A/' United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Ongoing NRC Staff Activities and Path Forward
in PA

* Risk Insights
L - Risk insights baseline

- Risk Inslghts Report
- Provide feedback to staff on agreements

* Interactions on DOE Risk Priontization Approach

* Finalize development of TPA 5.0 prior to LA

* Developing IPA 4

m Update Risk Insights Baseline

8
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LAS VEGAS PAIUTE TRIBE
NEVADA

Prsentaion
To

ACNW
Of the

UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISION
March 26,2003

Washington, D.C.

TRIBAL CONCERNS

1. NO Government -to-Government consultation or interaction according to Presidential
Executive Orders.

2. We (Federally Recognized Tribe) should be allowed to play a major role in the Yucca
Mountain Program as stated in the NWPA and its amendments in terms of policy and
technical direction.

3. We started to get some fragmented information, now and then, from NRC? WIHY?

4. We have MAJOR CONCERNS about the policies and technical direction of the Yucca
Mountain Project and the DOE, EPA, and NRC role in the program. Few listed below;

* NRC should have the independent role as specified in the NWPA, which means that the
NRC should not modify its CFR to fit the technical problems of the DOE Yucca
Mountain program. And if the NRC does, that is NOT acceptable to the Tribe,

* Accepting the DOE total system performance computer assessment (TSPA) as the
method of testing and evaluating the suitability of the Yucca Mountain Site is NOT
acceptable to the Tribe, and

* NRC should assess the Yucca Mountain Site as GEOLOGIC SITE for high-level
radioactive waste repository and NOT an engineering site.

5. We simply DO WANT to have no adverse impact on the Tribal Population health and
our economic development of our Snow Mountain Reservation.



John Kessler, Ph.D.

Dr. John H. Kessler is a project manager in the spent fuel storage,
transportation, and disposal program at the Electric Power Research
Institute. His background includes Yucca Mountain total system
performance assessment using probabilistic methods, colloid-aided
contaminant migration research, LLW and spent fuel storage system
design, and waste solidification R&D.

John has led EPRI's effort in developing a probabilistic approach to
understanding the overall impact of disposing of spent fuel in the
candidate repository at Yucca Mountain. This approach has led to
insights about where the important uncertainties lie. John directed the
input to industry comments on NRC's and EPA's proposed standards
for Yucca Mountain based on EPRI's performance assessment work.
He specifically evaluated how appropriately the NRC implemented their
risk-informed approach to the proposed Yucca Mountain site.

Dr. John Walton

Dr. John Walton is a Professor and Program Director for the
Environmental Science and Engineering Program at the University of
Texas at El Paso. His extensive Nuclear Waste experience includes
container corrosion modeling related to the Basalt Waste Isolation
Project at Hanford, the role of concrete barriers in low level waste
disposal at the Idaho National Engineering Lab. He also worked at the
Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses on topics that include
engineered barriers modeling, container corrosion, and the waste
package environment. The work being presented today was performed
for Nye County, Nevada. The presented materials will form the basis of
a Masters thesis for Drew Hall.



D., Ronald M. Latanision

Dr. Latanision is professor of materials science and engineering and
nuclear engineering at MIT and a principal in Exponent Corporation. He
has special expertise in materials processing and in corrosion of metals
and other materials in aqueous (ambient as well as high-temperature and
high-pressure) environments. He is a Fellow of the American Society of -

Metals International and the National Association of Corrosion Engineers,
and is a member of the National Academy of Engineering and the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences.

He has been a consultant to industry and government and has been active in
organizing international conferences. He worked at the National Bureau of
Standards and at Martin Marietta Laboratories. He joined MIT in 1975 as
director of the H. H. Uhlig Corrosion Laboratory. He has served as a
science advisor to the U. S. House of Representatives Committee on
Science and Technology, and also served as a member of the National
Materials Advisory Board of the National Research Council. Dr. Latanision
was appointed to the Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board in 2002.



-I<v Daniel B. Bullen

Dr. Dan Bullen is associate professor of mechanical engineering in the
Department of Mechanical Engineering at Iowa State University. He has
special expertise inperformance assessment modeling of radioactive waste
disposal facilities, performance assessment of engineered barrier systems,
radiolysis effects in spent-fuel dry casks in storage environments, radiation
effects on materials, and materials degradation in severe service
environments. He has taught since 1989, and he served as Nuclear
Engineering Program Coordinator at Iowa State and as director of the Iowa
State University Nuclear Reactor Laboratory. He has 12 years of industry
experience in nuclear engineering and materials science. He worked for
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory as an engineer, as a senior
engineer for Science & Engineering Associates, Inc., and he became
president of DG Engineering Associates, providing technical consulting
services to Lawrence Livermore. Dr. Bullen is an international consultant
in radioactive waste management. He was appointed to the Nuclear Waste
Technical Review Board in 1997.
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Dr. Atef Elzeftawy.

Dr. Atef Elzeftawy has held positions as Professor, Program
Manager, Project Manager, Technical Advisor, Senior
Hydrogeologist, and Soil Physicist with many Institutions in the USA
during the last 30 years. He worked here at the NRC in the mid-
1980s. Dr. Elzeftawy is here to represent the Las Vegas Paiute tribe.
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Dr, JOE H. PAYER

Dr. Joe Payer is Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
and Director of the Yeager Center for Electrochemical Sciences
at Case Western Reserve University. He has expertise in
materials performance and reliability, with special emphasis on
corrosion analysis and control methods. Dr. Payer is a Fellow
of ASM International, a Fellow and past president of NACE
International and recipient of the ASTM Sam Tour Award for
Contributions to Corrosion Test Methods.

Dr. Payer was a principal investigator for two major economic
studies about corrosion costs in the U.S. One is the 2002 report
on Corrosion Costs and Preventive Strategies in the United
States, and the other is the 1978 report Determination of the
Economic Effect of Corrosion in the U.S.

Dr. Payer was a member of the TSPA-VA Peer Review Panel that
was formed to provide the Dept. of Energy with a formal,
independent critique of the 1999 report Total System
Performance Assessment - Viability Assessment for the
proposed high-level waste repository at Yucca Mountain. In
addition, he Chaired DOE's Waste Package Materials
Performance Peer Review Panel. Currently, Dr. Payer serves
part-time on a DOE Science and Technology Review Panel in
support of DOE's Director, Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management.



>< Maury Morgenstein

Dr. Maury E. Morgenstein, a sedimentologistlmineralogist by formal
training, was president of Hawaii Marine Research, an
environmental, geologic, and oceanographic consulting firm that
operated in the Pacific Basin for thirteen years, and chairman of
Mifflin & Associates, Inc. an environmental hydrogeologic and
geologic consulting firm for five years. He has managed
internationally-based cooperative programs in science; his research
in mineral and glass diagenesis, and ocean mining is recognized
worldwide. His experience in geological sciences consulting is broad
in disciplinary scope and geographic extent in the Pacific Basin.
Dr. Morgenstein is representing the state of Nevada on our panel
today.



Dr. Don L. Shettel, Jr.

Dr. Don Shettel is chairman and senior geochemist with Geosciences
Management Institute, Inc. in Boulder City, Nevada, and has been a
consultant on high-level nuclear waste disposal since 1986. He is a
highly experienced modeler and programmer who worked in the
uranium and petroleum industries, and nuclear waste disposal
consulting before joining the institute. He's currently a consultant to
the State of Nevada. He has also consulted with Chatham County,
North Carolina, on low-level radioactive waste disposal, the
Saskatchewan Environmental Research Council for high-level
radioactive waste disposal in Canada, and with the Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources. Before consulting, he was a
senior research geochemist with Exxon Production Research
Company in Houston, Texas, and a senior geoscientist with Bendix
Field Engineering Corp. in Grand Junction, Colorado, working on the
National Uranium Resource Evaluation program for the Dept. of
Energy.



Susceptible Zone for Localized Corrosion

(

I * ?

Correlate with Repository
Conditions

How do these form?

When, where, how much?

Will environments persist?

Can they reform?

* Water must contact WP
* Water must remain on WP
* Corrosive species must be present to form

electrolyte
* Material must be susceptible to corrosion

under these conditions
* Conditions must persist over sufficiently

long time

I140th ACNWMeeting March 25,200 1MRealism in Long Term Corrosion and Source Term; J.H. Payer
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Example Thermal Load Time Profiles
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Example of Equilibrium Humidity and Its Connection
to Moisture on Surfaces
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Susceptible Zones Scenario I Environment I Material

TI-Metal surface is dry, No
corrosion

T2-Aggressive solutions
possible I

T3-Aggressive solutions .
possible I

T4-No localized corrosion

T5-No localized corrosion

I
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Environment

Material

Metallurgical Effects

I Ambient waters More Cr, Ni, Mo

316, 825, C-22
I >

Kzzz
Halide/acidid brines

Weld and HAZ

Thermal aging

I 140th A CNW Meeting March 2S,20 1MRealism in Long Term Corrosion and Source Term; J.H. Payer
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Understanding Water is a Key Component of
Understanding Yucca Mountain

Water is the primary accesser, mobilizer and transporter

Waters on waste package surface (access)
-when, how much, chemistry
-determines corrosion behavior

Waters into waste package (access/mobilize)
-when, how much, chemistry
-form, frequency and distribution of penetrations

Waters in waste package (mobilize)
-on clad, waste form and internals
-determines radionuclide mobilization

Waters from waste package and drift (transport)
-when, how much, chemistry
-determines radionuclide transport

I140th ACNWMeeting March 25,200 hnRealism in Long Term Corrosion and Source Term; J.H. Payer



Summary/Summary
Note: Blue, bold, italics are summary comments on day 2 of meeting.

Goal is for a set of models that capture reality-important processes,
controlling factors and performance relevant to conditions at Yucca Mountain.

Water Contacting Waste Package Condensation on cooling; Dripping
sometimes in some places

Waste Package Lifetime Full containment for a period, penetrations
occur, water accesses WP internals

Releases from Waste Form and Alteration U02 corrosion, alteration,
retardation in WP precipitates and corrosion products and invert

Mobilization and transport of Radionuclides Inventory of radionuclides
with time, solubility, incorporation, sorption,

From WP, through invert and into rock; UZ and SZ.

I140thACNWMeetingMarch 25, 2003I tnRealism in Long Term Corrosion and Source Term; J.H. Payer


